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Guest Editors . 
by Linda P. Thurston 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, Kansas 
and Kath leen Barrett- Jones 
Princip al, South Bend, Ind iana 
• • 
Not since the January, 1984 issue of Exceptional Chi/· 
dren has an entire journal been dedicated to rural special 
education. We are excited to present this special Issue of 
EducalioMI Considerations. Those of us who are dedicated 
to rural education are often frustrated by the tack of consid· 
eration of rural issues by the field in general; however, It Is 
gratilying to note a new sense of purpose in rural spec lated· 
2 
ucation (De Young, 1987). These papers are examples o f that 
fresh sense of purpose. Each artic le builds on the positive 
aspects of rural education and presents fresh strategies 
and suggestions for providing quality education for rural 
students with special needs. The authors are actively ad· 
vacating for rural special education in their respective 
schools, universities, and service agencies. Each brings a 
special perspective and expertise to our collection. To· 
gether, the content of this issue of Educational Consider· 
ations is a gold mine ful I of riches discovered by some in the 
special education field. This wealth of Information must be 
carefully mined and made availab le to all educators be· 
cause. as Judy Smith- Davis states, rura l and small schools 
are inventing and using gold nuggets tl1at can help so lve 
some of the problems o f general education. ACRES (A meri · 
can Council on Rura l Special Education), and its journ al 
Rural Special Educati on Quarterly, a e an excellent re'. 
source for information on rural special education. The 
wealt h is there and we challenge you to dig! 
References 
DeYoung, A.J. (1987). The status of American rural educa-
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It 's time to share the rural gold mine. It's time 
to recognize the wisdom and strength that 
good rural teachers and small schools can 




by Judy Smith-Davis 
Counterpoint 
Fairfax Station, VA 
Many school reform issues raised In the 1980s suggest 
that small.rural. and remote schools may l\ave a "gold mine" 
of solutions to share with the nation. According 10 Barker 
(1987), "Americans arc red lscovering the smal I schOol. Ed u· 
cation has proclaimed that 'bigger Is betl er· for so long that 
many have become believers In a doctrine which tl1ey have 
not truly examined .•.• The resiructuring o f schools to 
smalle r en tities may remedy some o f the problems facing 
today's educators" (p. 5). 
Rural schOols have a history of building strength from 
adversity. Among the constraints they experience are multi· 
grade classrooms, multiple preparations for teachers, lack 
of support services, limited information resources and sup-
plies, expanded duties, low budgets, l lmlted staff develop· 
ment, lower salaries, combined schools, cult ural dlfler-
ences, geographic isolation, and communication dlf· 
f icullies (Miller, 1988). 
At the same time, these constraints can also represent 
such advantages as enhanced posslbilllles for student· 
centered education: a greater sense of teacher autonomy; 
fewer bureaucratic layers and more flexibility In decision-
making; lower pupil-teacher ratios: more individualization 
of instruclion; closer relationships among students, teach· 
ers, administrators. parents, and the community; greater 
collegialily and networl<lng among teachers; enhanced ex-
periences for students in sett-directed learning and the de· 
veloprnent ol initiative (Barker, 1987; Chronister, 1981; 
Scott, 1984). 
Further, In resPonse to some of the characteristics of 
rural schools, many teachers and principals have beeome 
·•' competent generalists• with skllls in individualizing in-
struction for all students, in planning Instructio n according 
to individual learning styles, In grouping children for in· 
slructlon, In managing multiple activities and in using crea· 
tivity and ingenuity In working with children and using local 
resources" (Scott , 1984, p. 4). Particularly in multigrade 
schools, "vetera n teachers ... become experts at organiz· 
Ing peer tutoring and managing cross-age and cross-grade 
Judy Smith-Davis is the Editor in Chie f of Counter-
point, a special education newspaper that has a circu· 
lation of approximately 165,000 across the United 
States. 
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activities. They know how to use whole·g roup sessions to 
develop inquiry and thinking skills in students. The sit ua-
tion in which they work enables them to grasp the relation· 
ships within curricu lar components" (Scott, 1984, p. 4). 
The strengths . challenges, and requirements of small 
schools (prominently schools with multi ·gradec lassrooms) 
are largely the strengths that are sought for educating stu· 
dents with disabilities in the mainstream-and for educat· 
ing the increasing numbers of other students who are at risk 
of scnoot failure. Across the nation.a striking percentage of 
the school PoPulation_ ls not succeeding. The Jack of sotu· 
lions •s demonstrated 1n America's high dropout rate (Ofllce 
of Planning and Evaluation Services, 1989). 
Although various "innovative" programs for reaching 
and teaching at-risk students are advanced. perhaP& many 
answers lie not in innovation but tradition. Perhaps many ru-
ral and remote schools have had answers all along. Good 
teaching is what every school. everywhere, needs now. 
Good teaching benefits all students-disabled at risk and 
"normal ." The small school oan be a genuine laborato,Y tor 
the development and dissemination of good teaching and 
there is no better lnstructorthan the seasoned ru1al teacher 
who has mastered this environment. 
While rura l education does indeed have a gold mine of 
experience and solutions to offer to America's schools it 
also shares with all sc hools the problems of recruiting a'nd 
retaining personnel (Charmichael, 1962; Condon, Simmons, 
and Simmons, 1986; Smith- Davis Burka and Noel 1984). 
This problem is magnified today by the nai ional shor'iago f 
teachers and other personnel In many educational dls cl· 
plines (National Clearinghouse for Professions in Special 
Ed
ucal1on, 
1988). By capitalizing on its slrengths and by 
demonstrating that small sc hools can produce' master 
teac11 ers, rural education may translate some o f Its c1arac· 
teristlcs into effective strategies for att racting and keeping 
qualified educators. 
. The purpose _of this artic le is to encourage teachers, 
prrnc1pals, therapists, and others in rural education to rec· 
ognize and share the gold mine of solutions and successes 
they can offer to American education, and to begin by devel · 
oping networks through which they can share their prac· 
tices and solutions (gold nuggets) with one another within 
schools, dist ricts, reg ions, states, and the nation. The only 
place to start to improve education Is with individual 
schools and teachers. The key to effective schools " lies ln 
t~e people who popolate particular schools at panlcular 
times and their Interactions with these orgru1lzations. The 
search for excellence in schools Is the search for excel· 
Jenee in people" (Clark, Lotto, and Astuto, 1984, p. 50). 
Gold Nuggets in Cooperativo Loarning and Peer Tutoring 
As the numbers ol students who experience difficulty 
in school increases, a central cause may be that education 
in America's urban centers has focused largely on the 
singfe-ab1hty classroom, where reading ability Is the major 
measure ol students' overall abilities. According to Lynch 
(1982), this status genera.lization create s an imbalance In 
the learning opportunities available to "sma1·t" students 
(good readers) and "dull" students (poor readers). The re· 
verse of th is situation is the multi-ability classroom (Lynch, 
1982), where many dimensions of competence are as· 
sumed: where students are encouraged to help one another 
1n reading or other tasks, and where the teacher structu res 
learn ing tasks so that students can see that many di flerent 
skills are necessary to complete them. 
Further, the competitive nature or American education 
has long been seen as a deterrent to the learning styles of 
some children, mos I prominently thoso from o ther cultur es 
3 
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(Kagan anef Madsen, 1971). Mulll·ability instruction, on the 
other hand, lends itsell to uni I leaching (1nvotvin91hewhole 
class in a common ins1rucllonal focus) and cooperative 
learning (in which the classroom Is structured to engender 
student cooperation in tho service of common goals). It has 
most often been rural schools that have fostered these 
approaches. 
Cooperative learn ing enables diverse students to wor K 
together In abil ity·appropriate and age· appropriate ways, 
and It has been shovm to help s tudents to master the social 
ski ll s needed for collaborallve work, such as leadership, 
communication, and conflict management (Anderson, Nol· 
son
, 
Fox, and Gruber, 1988; Johnson and Johnson, 1987). 
The lhree basic formats (Schniedewind and Salend, 1987) 
are common to the multi-grade or multi-ability classroom: 
• The group project formal enables students to share 
Information and skills to complete an assignment or 
project (such as a bullet in board). Each student con· 
tribu tes in his or her own way within the group, whi le 
the teacher monitors and consults. 
• tn jigsaw, the teacher plans assignments so that each 
student must complete an Individual 1as k (e.g., some 
aspect o f recreating an hlstorlcal period), based on 
strengths and learning needs, In order for the group 
to reach its goal. 
• Peer teaching involves arranging for one student to 
assist another In learning a Skill. 
Peer tutoring is particularly eftective as an instruc-
tional resource fo r students with disabilities or other learn-
ing problems. For example, a volunteer group of secondary 
students at a Texas high school were !rained to participate 
with all levels and ages of chil dren with d isabilities in one or 
the distric t' s special programs. These volunteers became 
prollolenl In sign language skills; acquired basic ski lls as 
asslstanis in academic and non·academ ic settings; learned 
appropriate methods and terminology for assisting in re· 
lated services; became able to carry out prescribed home 
programs for children wilh disabilities; and became compe· 
tent to provide respite care and babysitting servioes for par. 
en1s of children with disabilities (Harris, 1988). Clearly, 
these high school students also learned much that will be 
of lasting va lue to 11\em. 
Simil arly, in Arizona, "when teachers at Jhe Dysart Uni-
fied Schools' 1986 Migrant Summer Schoo l needed assis· 
Janee In tutoring s tudents in oral language ski l ls, they 
called for a LIRT (Language Instant Re lief fo r Teachers)" 
(Ausberger. 1987). LIRTS were district work-study s tudents 
who received classroom instruction and hands-on training 
with students who had communlcalion disorders. During 
the first summer of this program, the LIRTS worked one·to· 
one with 50 students on oral language skills. 
Research has shown that peer tutoring is eflective and 
that the achievement gains ol 1u1ors are often as great or 
g1eater than the gains or tho students who are tutored 
(Jenkins and Jenkins, 1981; Slavin, 1986). In some schools. 
111e
relor
e, o lde r low achievors tutor younger students, 
thcroby gaining higher status, responsib le ro les, and an op· 
portunity to review basic material in a si tuation that is not 
perceived as '"baby work" (S lav in, 1986). The Missisquoi Val· 
ley Union High School in Vermont serves as an example, as 
reported by Roach, Paolucci-Whitcomb, Meyers. and Oun· 
can (1983). A consulting teacher and University of Vermont 
professors joined In a year.long Investigation of the ellec-
llveness ol having remedial and special e<luoation students 
tutor Other low-achieving students in their regular second· 
ary math classes. The results showed that well designed 
peer tutoring can have positive ell ects on the standardized 
test achievement of students with mil d disabil ities and lead 
4 
to stronger achievement gains lhan result from usual ln1cr-
actions, working atone within class instruction. or working 
in pairs. 
Jn a larger and longer effort, researchers at Utah State 
University, Brigham Young University, and Purdue Unlver· 
sity (Osguthorpe, Top, Elserman, and Scruggs, 1988) have 
trained hundreds of s tudents with a variety of d lsabfl lll es to 
Ile tutors to their non-d isabled peers. The ou1comcs of this 
series of stud ies hav e shown that students with mild to se· 
vero disabil it ies can dcflnlt efy learn to be competent tu tors, 
to demonstrate, monitor, and give feedback to their school· 
mates, i f they receive preparation and supervision. In so do· 
ing. they can significantly strengthen their own skills. 
Geld Nuggets in Secondary Education 
Rural high schools experience difficulties in providing 
a full array of curricular and extracurricular options, ensur· 
ing vocational education opportunities, bringing studenls 
In to contact with the larger wor ld. integrating instrucllon 
for s tudents wi th special needs, and in o ther way s. Many of 
the creative s trategies that rural high schools use to over-
come these obstacles would be hel pfu I in urban distric ts as 
well. 
For example, In 1979, Missouri'sRural Student Employ· 
ability Project (Hobbs. 1981) initiated a Contract Vocational 
Program in which people from local businesses contracted 
with the school and family to provide specific occupational 
training to students at the business site. The training was 
based on the school's predetermination of competency· 
based perio rmance cri teria lor each student, and the busi· 
ness person was paid as an Instruct or (rather than the slu· 
de
nt 
being compensated as a trainee). Jn North Dakota. the 
Mott School Dis tric t ff6 cooperated with six o ther distric ts 
10 provide a mobile vocational program to studen ts in iso· 
ta1ed areas (Barker and Muse, 1985). Mobile vocation al 
classrooms (fully equipped trailers with !raveling insiruc· 
1ors) 
moved 
each semester to a different district and oflered 
instruction in several vocational areas. 
Vocational student organizations can also strengthen 
rural schools by including many community members In 
chapter activities of such associations as the Distributive 
Education Clubs of America, Future Business Leaders ol 
America, American Indus I rial Aris Student Association, Fu· 
lure Homemakers o l America, Vocat ional Industrial Clubs 
of America and many others. According to Sarkees (1 983), 
chapter activi ties can Include ''school-communfly proj· 
eels, competi ti ve events, social even ts . field trips, 
employer-employee ac1lvitios, bake sales. car washes, 
dances. student recognition, club scrapbooks, poblic rela· 
tioos activities. guest speakers. scholarships, special 
sports events, bulletin boards, exhibits, window displays, 
and beautification projects• (p. 62). Of particular interest is 
a network called "Bre;iking New Ground;' at the Department 
of Agricult ural Engineering at Purdue Unive rsi ty, which pro· 
vides informatlon on methods and equipment used by 
farmers and ranchers who have disabil I ties. 
In prevocatio nal education, special education Siu· 
dents in Hobbs, New Mexico. create and paint ceramic ]ala· 
peno peppers that are sold throughout the state as Christ· 
mas Jree ornaments and crafl Items. These students also 
feed and groom horses at Jhe local stable, oil and clean Sad· 
dies, and collect materials tor recycling. Proceeds are used 
to pay for their extracurricular programs and field trips 
(Dunaway, 1989). 
In White Plains, North Carolina, students With mental 
retardation (trainable) produce tin·punched Christmas orna· 
ments for sale as an extension ol their daily prevocational 
ac tivi ties. Ornaments travel across North Caro lina and to 
Educalfonal Considerations 
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other states: over a three-year period, more than 2,000 were 
sold and 300 were given as special gifts. Motivated by their 
success, the students have expanded their eftons to in-
clude Valentine's and Easter projects (Hollar. 1987). 
Other students witll trainable mental retardation In 
New Jersey registered for a county farm and horse show to 
exhlbll rabbits they planned to raise themselves. The pro· 
cess Included building cages, teeders, and other equip· 
ment, and becoming members of the tocal 4-H Club to re· 
celve instruction from local experts. One of the students 
won "Best In Show" for her rabbit, and the group In lends to 
keep the project going for years (Foundation tor ExcCP· 
tional Chi ldren. 1988b). 
Stvoents with mi ld disabil it ies (and students with 
o ther toarnlng problems) are often at a disadvan tage ''in SO· 
cial studies and science classes where they hav e dll liculty 
reading and comprehending textbooks and relating to the 
traditional lec ture method" (Frith and Edwards, 1981, p. 22). 
In Gordon County, Georgia, learning packets have been an 
effective means of supporting participation by such stu· 
denls
. 
A learning packet is an individually designed blue· 
print that organizes learning for the student by showing 
what is to be learned, incorporating a va1iety of resources, 
and including a means ot evaluation. Typically. a learning 
packel slmplilies printed materials, towers the reading 
level, Incorporates selected activities lrom the text, and 
makes use of as many senses as possible (through the use 
o f taped casseltes, colorful displays, tacti le materials, 
hands·on activities, large print when necessary, and o ther 
adaptations). Packets may be used by students individually 
or In teams for purposes of enricl11ne nt, remed iallon, or su P· 
plementation. Within a school build ing, the sharing of pack· 
ets among leac hers can create as library of ideas and crea· 
live malerlals across many subjec ls and skil ls (Frith and 
Edwards, 1981 ). 
The secondary school in the Ll l tlefork-G rea t Falls dis· 
trict In Koochiching County, Minnesota, ls practicing the 
concept of sel f-directed instruction in a learning center 
environment, managed by a learning facilitator. The cenaer 
provides expanded curricular offerings to average. gilled, 
disabled. and disadvantaged (Title I) stu<1en1s in grades 
7 through 12. Students' individualize<! programs are based 
on learning objecttves achieved, rather than on diagnostic 
classification. Among the many instructional vehicles avail· 
able lo these studenls are video learning. computer·based 
learning, correspondence instruction, independen t pro]· 
eels, and lea rning via audiovisual media (Clay, 1985). 
Gold Nuggets in the Communi ty 
The school 1s o lten the center ot ru1al communi ty ac· 
t ivitles. In a study or one-teacher schools (Muse. Smith, and 
Barker, 1987), It was lound that nearly halt or lhe schools 
were also the site of community functions, Incl uding "par-
ties, Bible study, various programs, plays, church services, 
dances, films ... libraries for children. meetings ot all 
kinds, adult and con1inuing education classes, votlr,g. tele· 
vision watching, weddings. and receptions" (p. 21). The 
blen<ling of school and communily not only extor>ds lhe re· 
sources available to the school and builds community sup. 
pert. bul also helps to make education .. more or a concep1 
and less of a place• (!shier, 1988). 
A rich array of interactions has been developed In 
Hampton Township, New Jersey. \vhere local government 
agencies, health services, businesses, recreation groups, 
township cl tizens, parents, and educators have IOI ne<I in 
partnerships to encourage community participation with 
education, and to promote student awareness of the role 
thal civic and communily groups play in their l ive s (Lick, 
Fall 7989 
1985). In a rural Iowa community, a partnership between two 
businesses and the scMols gave students education and 
experiences in the computer field (Warden, 1986), and, in 
sovthern Georgia, the Marvin P1t1man Laboratory School 
helps local districts to <levelop new 1eachfng approaches 
(Warden, 1986). The Habitat for Humanity, headquartered in 
Americus, Georgia. helps local groups build housing with 
volunteer labor, donated materials, and contributions. This 
opens new doors for vocational opportunities and school-
communily interaction. and Habitat for Humanity is always 
searching for volunteers of all skill leve ls, rural and urban 
(SpecialNet, 1985b). 
The Mount Ayr Community Schools in Iowa deve loped 
a report card by which parenls report their views o f teacher 
and school performance and any problems they perceive 
(Barker and Muse, 1985). Greater Involvement was stimu· 
fated when the Macomb Intermed iate District in Mt. Cle· 
mens, Michigan, created a marketing plan, which is a goal· 
oriented process that ensures communlly involvement. The 
Macomb Marketing Plan has generated better commitment 
to the schools and a communily·endorse<I plan. developed 
wilh educalors. lor schOol Improvement (Banach, 1986). 
Rural communilles can also provide instructional re-
sources, as is trve In the ldilarod Area School Distric1 In 
Alaska, which developed a resource han<lbook for rural 
Alaskan teachers called VIiiage Science. The m1ni·units in 
the book demonstrate seven basic science concepts as 
they relate to village Ille. Concepls such as friction, surface 
area, inertia, action/reaclion, centrifug al force, and center 
of gravity are taught th rough ac tivities involving boats, 
snow machines, cutting fi sh, sledding, use of hand tools, 
and o ther common elements of village Ille (Spec ialNet, 
1985d). " Education Through Historic Preservation" is a pro · 
gram In Lui Ing , Louisiana, In which students adopt a com· 
munity landmark each year. The landmark is documented 
and interpreted through art and creative writing, and stu· 
dents discover the roots of the past and the feelings and 
lifestyles of today throu(;"o architectural research, oral his· 
tory interviews, and role playing. (This program received an 
Honor Award from the National Trust for Historic Preserva· 
lion in the United States because ol its multi~evel. multi· 
curricular approach) (Special Net, 1~. 
Volunteers and aides are another impartan1 resource In 
rural communities. With training, these personnel can ex-
tend the teacher's capacity to individualize instruction, pro-
vide one-to·one altentlon, and respond to diversity of In-
structional needs. The Multl ·Alde Program developed in 
Clarkston, Washington, is a system whereby special educa· 
lion teachers and administrators train aides to wor k wi th 
students wilh disab ilities, and train teachers to manage 
several aides. The instructional program functions through 
mulli ple aides managed by a single teacher (SpecialNet, 
1984b). 
Parapro fe ssional home visitors In Biiiings, Montana, 
Implement the Sunrise Model for early education of chil· 
dren with disabilities. Aides complete training and work un· 
der the supervision of an eartychlldhood education special· 
ist. who makes periodic home visits with the aides to check 
children's progress. Each participating family has its own 
written Family Education Plan (Casio, Frakes. Hulinger. 
Tolfa, and Walker, 1981). 
Parents act as listeners in speech classes In the Jeffer-
son County School District In Tracy. Californ ia, filling out 
cards on student speakers and "always beginning with 
praise and then presenting suggestions for improvemen t" 
(American Assoc iation of School Administrators, 1981, 
p.63). In Winona, Minnesota, the sc1001 d istrict has cooper· 
ated wllll the local seminary whose trainees work with 
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young Children and lhus have i ncreased the ratio of Inst rue· 
tors to studenls in the early childhood and family education 
programs (Minnesota Department of Education, 1986). The 
Lubbock (Texas) Developmental Education Birth Through 
Two (DEBT) Outreach Program trained volunteers as home 
1eachers for young children with disabilities. The volun· 
leers included relired teachers, nurses, social workers, 
parents, foster parenls, and grandparenls (Hulinger and 
Smilh-Oickson. 1981). 
Senior cil ize ns are becoming increasingly valuable as· 
sets for scho ols. Organizations such as the ACTION pro· 
grams for older adults and Foster Grandparents are encour· 
aging senior citizens' involvement with ch ildren (Bulf er, 
1980), ancl many rural schools have been including lhem for 
a long time. In Augusta, Wisconsin, an unused porlion of 
the high school build ing was I urned Imo a communi ty cen· 
le
r 
for senior cit izens, including a meeting place, use of lhe 
gymnasium. and a small park (American Association of 
School Adminislrators. 1981). Con1lnenia1 Dis1ric1 #39, In 
Amado, Arizona, (in a communl1y of 12,000 re1i red people) 
collected names ol many who were will ing 10 sharo thoor 
lime, wlSdom. and experiences with children. The superin· 
tendeni poinls ou1 lhat "this is good public relations • . . be· 
cause lhe retired community pays the major share of school 
taxes" (American Associalion of School Administrators. 
1981, p. 63). 
Gold Nuggets in Sharing, Networking, and Collegiality 
The school reform lit erature isshowing that teachers In 
successful schools are '' true colleagues who work together, 
. . . talk to each o ther frequen tly about teaching, wor l< to· 
get11e
r 
to plan and develop, and teach each other" (Mahafly, 
1988, pp. 4- 5). In rural education, it is desirable to stlmulate 
networking and sharing, not ontywithin schools, but among 
educators across districts and distances. 
At ihe distric t leve l. a teacher in Medicine Lake. Mon· 
I ana, sel up a small empty house on her properly as a Slud lo 
where she and other teachers develop learning materials for 
their classes and share an enjoyable social experience al 
lhe same time (Discover American Educalors, t988). In 
Michigan, Madonna College has reached out to rural teach· 
ers on its arealhrough its "Improve Your School Program and 
Earn Credits" initiative. "Applicants serec1 !heir own course 
title, formulale objectives and propose an oulline to be ap· 
proved by college !acuity. The course can include commit · 
tee work, lndovoeluallzed programs, and on·the·job research 
or activity. Consult ation with experls is available through 
telephone conlerences or on·sit e visitations from coll ege 
stat!" (Pelton. 1983. p. 16). 
Parents and families also cooperate and share. In Cum· 
tierland County, New Jersey, with rural isolation and rera. 
lively few resources, farnil ies of children with disabi lit ies 
and United Cerebral Palsy put on a program of films abou t 
various aspects of handicapping conditions at a major rno· 
tet that was centrally located. In this manner, families 
across a rural area were able to come together, share in lor -
mation. and gaon new resources (Foundation for Excep. 
tional Children, t988a). 
Teacher exchanges have been promoted through Ne· 
braska's Comprehensive System of Personnel ~lop. 
ment In various districts of the state, and etlons to csl ab-
lish a nalional teacher exchange program have been 
undertaken by a Monlana enterprise (Information Process· 
ing, 1983). Student exchanges can als o give isolated rural 
Sludcnts an experience wilh different environments, which 
t1as occurred in the Jefferson County/Boone Coun ty (Ken· 
lucky) exchange program for gi f ted s tudents (American As· 
soclation of School Administrators, 1981). In their tour·day 
6 
exchange trip to t11e rural <llstrlc l, urban students toured 
farms, watched sorghum being made and tobacco stripped, 
and sampled the foOd, music, and lifestyles of their hosts. 
On theirvisil to the urban dlstncl , rurat students attended a 
pantomime performance. wcnl to a disco-rock session and 
a museum, 1oured a housing rehabilitation project and a 
teaching hospital 
Rural and urban schools can also share by becoming 
"brother· and "sister" schools. The Southwest Minnesota 
Rural Education Center (undated) suggests the introduc· 
t ion of a partner school th rough a videotape or slide show. 
followed by selling up a school bulletin board where up· 
dates are posted on rura l·to-urban and urba n-t o-rura l school 
and community 11appenings. Activi ties can also inclode a 
pen·pal program and incl usion of weekly announcements 
trom each schOol in tho all·school oral announcements . 
To con nee I educators with resources in its area, South· 
wesl Texas State Un iversi ty e 1ablished a locator service, or 
file of persons with all kinds of compelencies across a wide 
range of activi ties (Kurtz, 1985). District and regional per· 
sonnel, and others, call about a specific need and tne ser. 
vice puts them in contact wllh lhe person(s) who can fill lhat 
need. 
The Eastern Ken lucky Teachers Network is a project of 
Elliott Wigginton·s Foxfire Fund. Including 40 elementary 
and secondary teachers. the network focuses on engaging 
students in projects tnat are •experoential, community· 
based, and oriented to reading and writing" (Appalachia Ed · 
ucat ional Laboratory, 1988b, p. 3). Teachers and sludents 
create a booklet, book, report, periodical, record album, 
videotape, radio series, exhibition, or other product whose 
format they determine themselves. The Kentucky network 
Is part o f the larger Fox fire effort that Incl udes networks in 
northeast Georgia, in Atlanta, and in the Finger Lakes re· 
gion of New York; each nelwork functions as a support 
group for the teachers within it (Appalachia Educational 
Laboratory, 1988a). 
In South Dakota, six neighboring schools, South Da· 
kotaState University. and the Mid-Continent Regional Edu· 
cational LaboraJory worked logelher to involve lh e entire 
stalls of the schools in making betler use of small class size 
to meet individual needs and respond to vruying learning 
styles. The six schools also began 10 share 1eachers and 
create mutual programs (Nachllgal, 1982). Similarly, the 
Rural-Based Teacher Development Project sponsored by 
Oregon State College assisted ru ral teachers by provid ing 
development opportuni ties through the networking of re· 
sources. Through 111is network. teachers were able to meet 
cer
tification 
requiremen ts 1hrou9t1 individualized on·site 
course work; regional programs and teaching models were 
shared as resources; teach0rs had opportunities to vis it and 
observe other teachers and programs; groups of teachers 
woro:- o rganized within a subject area or grade level, across 
districts, to share resources and engage in curriculum de· 
velopment; schools and teacher groups were assisted in 
jointly sponsoring professional development ac1ivities; ac· 
ademic programs were enriched for rural pupils who also 
had opportun ilies for academic lnteraclion among schools; 
and linkage was crea1ed between higher education re· 
sources and rural schools in lhe region (Slater, 1984). 
A network of ten Teacher Centers in North Dakola 
serves all 279 d1stric1s in tne state, most of which enroll 
lewer than 200 students. Although the average annual Cen. 
ler budget is only $24 ,500, these centers "do a lot with a li t· 
t ie!". In 1988, "the len Cen ters checked out 25.097 teaching 
materials, responded to 12,9 04 telephone or mail requests, 
and were visited t8.900 times by persons who came to look 
at materials" (Harris and Landry , 1989, pp. 12-13). Consider · 
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ing that there are only about 7,000 teachers in North Dakota, 
the importance of tneir connection with these centers is 
clear. 
It's lime to see what rural schools can really offerto the 
nation U"s time to recognize the wisdom and strength that 
good rural teachers and small schools can give 10 all 
schools. It's time to share the rural gold mine, and It's up to 
every person working in American 1ural education to join In 
the sharing, network ing, cooperation. and disseminat ion 
that will give students and teachers a bet ter chance. In rur al 
schoo ls and in schools everywhere. 
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lnservice education is a process of growth 
and development aimed at p rod uc in g 
change in the individual teacher. A compre-
hensive inservice model designed to ad-
dress the specific needs of the isolated rural 
special education teacher must be devised. 
A Comprehensive 
lnservice Model 
for Rural Special 
Education 
by Sandra Silv er 
Principal 
Paul Bunyan Elem entary School 
Bemidji, MN 
The isolation o f special education 1eac11 ers in rural ar-
eas restricts the delivery of elfeclive lnservice programs. 
For special education teac11ers to remain abreasl o l current 
developments, alternative types ol lnservlce education 
must be explored. This paper will : (1 ) discuss the lmpor· 
lance of inservice education; (2) explore the di ffiClJ lt ies 
associated with lnservice education in rural areas; and, 
(3) present a comprehonsiva inservlce education model 
based on the theories of adull dovelopmenl and planned 
change. 
Because inservice education has been in existence 
since the 1800s, a vast body of literature exists regarding 
this topic. However. as Wood and Kleine (1988) discovered, 
there is a lack of data specilicalty devoted lo illservlce edu· 
cation in rural areas. The majority ol the existing works 
review the literalure. give opinions, or describe exisllng 
programs. What research does exist is usually done 
locally, lacks external validity, and ls rarely disseminated 
(Hutson, 1981). 
Hutson (1981) views the current stateol lnservice prac· 
lice as deplorable. The term it sell and the meager body ol 
hard research present mafor obstacles in providing effec· 
tive inservice education. The lack of hard research may 
result from the complex nature of lnservice education. 
A broad scheme and clear concept ol lnservice educa-
tion with appropriate policies, commitment and fixed re-
sponsibilit y has never existed(Oilton- Petorson, 1981). With-
out a clear concept o l the nature and function of inservice 
education. It Is not surprising that inscrvice education is 
viewed negatively by many educalors. If inservlce is to be 
Sandra Silver is the principal of Paul Bunyan Elemen· 
tary School in Bemidji, MN. She Is a former fac-
ulty member at Bemidji State Univ ersity and has 
presented papers at many rural special education 
conferences. 
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effective, a coherent theory and syslemallc framewotk are 
essential. Thus. an overview of lhe basic principles and as· 
sumpllons underlying inservice education wi ll be delln· 
eated. Planned change and androgogy, two theories that re· 
late to quality inservice education. will als o be described. 
Basic Principles Underly ing lnse rvice Education 
lnservice educat ion is an integral part of teacher edu· 
cation. lnservice enables professional growth by providing 
teachers wilh quality training that: creates an awareness ol 
new knowledge, techniques, and technology; develops 
skills; and, provides a means lor teachers to exchange Ideas 
(Peters, 1975). lnservice also provides a means for remedlat-
ing the skills of teachers who either lack adequate pre· 
service training or who have been away trom formalized 
trainillg for an extended period ol time (Rubin, t971). 
Sher (1978) believes that In rural areas the need to re· 
vialize and upgrade the skills of teachers is intensified due 
to the difficulty obtaining qualified stall and the vast differ-
ence between the theory taught in teacher training pro· 
grams and the application of these theories to the rural 
classroom. For special educators, inservice training Is critl· 
cal as 01•er one-third of the teachers serving handicapped 
students Ill rural areas have no special education !raining 
and lack proper certi tication (Rehmann and Latini. 1979) 
Assumptions 
lnservice educat ion is based on a va riety ol assump· 
tions. The following assumptions are essential lor an eltec· 
t ive inservice program. 
•All persollnel to stay currenf and effect ive must be In· 
valved in inservice education. 
•Staff call and will grow beyond the minimum compe· 
tencies expected o f init ial employees. 
•P
eop
le learn bes t the lhings perceived as meaning. 
fut, purposeful, and satisfying. 
•Adults learn best whell !hey feel they have control 
over the situation and a supportive emotional clim ate 
free from fear of fai lure is provided. 
• Learning experiences are viewed as appropriate or 
not based on the individual's illternal frame or 
reference. 
• Educators differ in their competencies. readiness 
and approach to learning. 
• People can and will learn on the job. However, leed· 
back is necessary to aid in using the learning 
effectively. 
• Intrinsic satisfaction will help teachers grow. 
• Leaming does not satisfy all needs. 
• People must learn for long term survival bul can 
cope, resist or endure in the short run. 
• People work individually or as members of agroupon 
problems they view as significant. 
• Change in educational practice is the result of sys· 
tematic, tong range, staff development. 
• Professional growth requires commitment. 
• Schools need to provide resources and leadersh ip for 
inservice education. 
• lnserv ice education should be based on researc11 , 
theory and best practices models. 
lnservice education is essential If our schools and edu · 
cational personnel are to remain effectlve In a changing so· 
ciety. Teachers differ in many ways includlng lnit lal I raining, 
developmental level, frame of 1efere nce, and learning style. 
To eflectively meet the needs of all rural special educators, 
a range of inservice opportunities must be provided . 
9 
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Theories l'lelated to I nservice Education 
The need for a conceptual and theoretical lramework 
for inservice education is apparent. Two theories, planned 
change and androgogy, emerge as relevant to the inservice 
endeavor. 
Planned change. Patel (1968) asserts that inservice ed· 
ucation is a change process based on the assumptions 
that: education is a li fe -tong process; preservice education 
Is inadequate for a lifelong teaching career; inservice im· 
proves \he quality ot education; and , change is imperative to 
;m p(ove teacher competencies. As t-'arris and Bessent 
{1969) believe, the inten t of inservice education is to change 
Instructional practices by changing people. Because inser· 
vice education is an instrument for organizational change, 
i i the principles of planned change were used, inservice ed· 
ucation would become part of a districts' standard operat· 
ing procedures. 
Planned change is a process by which change is ere· 
aled, implemented, evaluated, maintained, and resisted. 
Planned change may be deli ned as a "conscious, deliberate 
and collaborative effort to improve the operations ol a hu· 
man system" (Bennis, Benne .• Chin, and Corey, 1976, p. 4). 
For the change process to "produce a maximum effect . . . 
the client system must feel it, rather than a change agent, 
has taken responsibility for the first s tep" (Lippi tt, Watson, 
and Westley, 1958, p. 75). Th is is important because" people 
resist change even of a king they basically agree wit11 , if tt>ey 
are not significantly i n'lolved in the planning" (Bennis et. al., 
p. 227). 
Bennis et. al. (1976) delineate five steps in the planned 
change process: est ab I is hi ng a defined set of goals; deline· 
at ing altern ati'les for attaining the goals; eva luating each 
plan of action; select ing the alternative Ltiat most nearly op· 
timizes the set of goals; and assessing the act ion after it 
has been implemented. The process o f learning and chang· 
ing should be: experimental; collaborative; oriented toward 
si tuational requirements; educational for all involved: re· 
spectful of personal and group uniqueness; self evaluative; 
self correcting; and self -renewing. l service education is 
therefore a volt,intary, cooperative, relevant, well-planned, 
developmental process whose effectiveness is evaluated to 
ensure that the desi red change occurs. 
Androgogy. Knowles (1 973) developed a theory of adult 
education based on the princip les of adul t development. 
Knowles believes that as a person matures his/her self· 
concept moves from dependency to self ·direction. The per· 
son gains a reservoir of experiences to v.ihich nev,1 exp eri· 
ences are related. At this stage, adull s are mot ivated to 
learn as they experience the "neec1;· Adult education must 
be an experience-based, self -directing process tllat ac-
counts for individual differences and allows t11e person to 
apply tomorrow what he/she has learned today. 
The androgogical model provides procedures to help 
learners acquire informat ion and skills. Know les (1973, 
p. 104) provides seven elements that are relevant for inser-
vice education. These are; " 1.) establishing a cli mate that is 
conducive to learning; 2.) creating a mechanisrn for mutual 
planning; 3.) diagnosing the needs for learning; 4.) formulat · 
ing program objectives. ,. which will satisfy these needs; 
5.} designing a patWn of learn ing experiences; 6.) conduct· 
Ing these learning experiences Wi lll su itable techniques 
and materials; and 7,) evaluating t11e learning ou tcome and 
rediagnosing the need:' 
The theories of planned change and androgogy com-
plement each ot11er. Change arises out o f a need perceived 
by the teacher. Teacher involvement, a supportive environ· 
ment and program evaluation are crucial components of the 
change/learning process. This is a cyclical process with the 
10 
evaluation component serving as the catalyst for re· 
examining needs and re-init iating the Change/learning pro· 
cess. Together these theories lay the foundation on which 
to build a conceptual and theoretical framework for inser· 
vice ed11calion. 
Difficulties Providing I nservice Education in Rural Areas 
The I iteratu re reveals several major di fficu lties associ· 
ated with providing inservice education in rural areas. Fund· 
ing con11 nues 10 be a major problem. With declinirig enroll· 
men\s and the faith in the public educational system 
waning, school dist rict budgets are under close scrutiny 
and severe constraints. In the allocation of resources, inser-
vice expenditures appear disproportionately large and tt1ere 
is great pressure to justi fy expenditures (King, 1988). More-
over, inservice programs are often more expensive in rural 
areas due to the low number of teachers and the expense of 
tJri ngi ng ex perts to remote areas (Burdin a.nd Poliakoft, 
1973). 
lnservice programs are often not seen as relevant toed· 
ucators' needs. This occurs because these programs are of· 
ten devised with l ittle or no input from the teachers they are 
designed to serve. Furthermore, rur al teachers tend to be in· 
dividualis tic and consider their problems unique. They tend 
to view change as a personal rather than a group experi · 
ence. They prefer to work alone or seek help lrom their fel· 
low teachers rather than from experts. Given these parame· 
ters, rural teachers often see current in service programs as 
ineffective. (King, 1988). 
The main incentive for participation in inservice pro· 
grams is certi fication renewal credit. College credit which 
is usually necessary for pay increases Is generally offered 
only wtien the program is sponsored by a un iversi ty. How· 
ever, rural educators are usuall y isolated from a university 
and do not pursue extensive graduate s tudy. Even when col· 
lege credit is available, lhe cos t may be prohibitive. 
Scheduling is a major difficulty in providing inservice 
programs. Burdin and Poliakoff (1973) assert that teac11ers 
are most recept Ive to new ideas during the school day. This 
requi res release time for teachers. Schools may be unwill · 
ing to provide this release t ime because of the need to hire 
substitu!e teachers which adds to t11e cost and may de· 
crease the quality of the education that the students obtain 
in the teachers' absence. 
Distance, road and weather condit ions compound the 
schedu ling pr oblems. With a singl e special educat ion 
teacher in a dis tric t, bringing the programs to the teachers 
may be difficult. Provid ing trave l reirntJursement, car pool 
routes, and refreshments cou ld help allev iate these 
diffi cu lties. 
Because of the problems mentioned above, teachers 
are often not motivated to attend inservice programs. It is 
therefore essential to base programs on teachers' perceived 
needs and provide incentives for part icipation. It is also es· 
senlial to etiminate feelings of threat that may be experi· 
enced by part ic ipants who feel that their job may be threat· 
ened s11ould they d isagree with ideas presented or be 
unable t.o implement these ideas in their ctassroorns. 
Finally, fo llow-up would al low in service presenters and 
part ic ipants to evalua te the program's effectiveness and ap· 
pli cabilty . This in formation would then aid in the plann ing 
or future inservice endeavors. 
A Comprehensive lnservice Model 
lnservice education is part of a learning cont inuum. It 
is a process or grow th and developmen I aimed at producing 
change in I lle individual teac11er so that his/her effective· 
ness in the classroom wil l be increased. Becavse a single 
Educational Considerations 
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inservice offering is unable to meet the needs of all teach· 
ers, a comprehensive lnservice model designed to aeld ress 
the specific needs ol the iso lated rura l special eclu catlon 
teacher has been devised (see Figure 1). In their review of 
the literature, Wood and Kleine (1988) reveal a set of effcc· 
tive practices that can be used to design rural stall develop· 
ment. These include: the development of participant owner· 
ship; s taff development and training programs based on 
careful systemat ic noods assessments; guided practice 
and experiential learning; the use o l peer instructors with 
expertise as staff development leaders; follow-up assist· 
ance 
when 
participants return to their classrooms and be· 
gin to implement what they have learnod during training pro-
grams to promote Implementat ion <:1nd 1ransfer of learning; 
and the abil ity for inservlce partic ipants to conlrol parl of 
what or how they learn. Thus, lor inservlce to be effccllve, a 
variety ol offerings using different techniques must con tin· 
ually be made available 10 all educ tors. 
The model has nine major componen1s. These are: 
• assess needs by identifying needed inlo rmalion, fell 
needs and interests: 
•formulate goals by translating needs into concerns, 
prioritizing the concerns, and formulating goats and 
objectives; 
• determine financial, material and human resources; 
• deve lop optimal delivery systems by identifying op. 
port unities and learn ing styles; 
•d
etermine incenllves 
by developing a positive phys· 
lca
l 
and emotiorlal c limate and arranging for me>-




programs including Intervention s trategies 




• evaluate the program by collecting and analyzing for-
mative and summative data: and 
• restructure by feeding information back to individ· 
uals and the system and recyllng the process. 
The model is bo th c ircular and cyclical. It remains fl oxi· 
ble to meet the diverse needs of all rural special educators. 
This model provides a framework with the specifics delin· 
eated according to situational demands. Each component 
Is necessary for t he development of a comprehensive lnser-
vice model. Needs assessment allows Individuals to be in-
volved in 111e planning process. It asslires that learner needs 
will be mel. Formulating goals provides the necessary di· 
rection ror tile inservice programs. Oetermining resources 
insures the programs designed will be provided. ~loping 
optimal delivery systems allows the integration of available 
resources and lea.mer needs into inservlce programs tha1 
will meet lhe needs of the proposed teachers. Incentive 
structures build interest and motivation. 
After the above components have been addressed, It is 
time to develop the program. Once the program has been 
developed and the timetable set, the program is 1mple· 
mented. Once the program is enacted, data collec tio n be· 
gins. The data can measure learn er r actions to both male· 
rial and presentation, material learned, behavior changes 
resulting from the program, and the results of the inservice 
program. Once the data has been collected ii must be ana-
lyzed. The Information must then be disseminated to pro-
gram participants as well as the system. At this point, the 
process is recycled. 
12 
The circular and cyclical nature of lt)e model allows the 
restructuring componen ts to move back to any o f t11e earlier 
stages. It may no t be necessary to s tart with a needs as· 
sessment. There may be addl llonal concerns that were 
Identified that can be addressed at this point. Perhapsorigi· 
nally identified resources that were not used can be incor-
porated Into the restructuring process. Adequate incentive 
struc tures rnay have l)een designated and this s tage can be 
omitted during the restructuring phase. However, any pro-
gram developed and implemented during the restructuring 
phase must be evaluate<! and lhe restructuring component 
must complete all subsequent lnservice endeavors. Omrt· 
ting even one 01 the designated components during the lni· 
tial lmplemenl ation cycle wil l diminish the effectiveness of 
the ensuing inservice program. The implementation of this 
model in its entirety will create relevant, effec tive inservice 
programs that meet the needs of all rural special education 
personnel. 
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In order to meet the needs of rural excep· 
tional students who come f rom ethnically 
and/or linguisti cally diverse backgrounds, 
university training programs must move be· 
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Southeastern Louisiana Univers ity 
One o f lhe greatest challenges in preparing rura l spe· 
clal educalors is provid ing training which re alistically ad· 
dresses leach Ing cxccipli onal students who come from e1h· 
nically and/or linguistically diverse backgrounds (Baca, 
1980; Harber, 1980; Poplin and Wright , 1983; Cunningham, 
Cunningham, and O'Connell, 1986). In H lge's (1981) survey 
of 200 rural special educators, 97 percent reported thal I hey 
had nol been specifically !rained 10 work wilh rural handr· 
capped children. Perhaps one reason lhal 30 to 50 percent 
of rural special education teachers leave the profession 
(Helge, 1983) may be l he unpreparedness to work wilh cul· 
tu rally diverse exceptional students. 
Both lhe American Association for Colleges ofTeacher 
Edu caliO n (AACTE) and the Nati onal College Accreditation 
of Teacher Educalio n (NCATE) have acknowledged the slg· 
nificance o f multicultural education and have prescribed 
standards wh ich promote multicult ural teacher train ing 
(AACTE, 1973; NCATE, 1979). Nevertheless, in the field of 
special education, a considerable discrepancy exists be· 
tween the acceptance of these tenets and actual prac tice. 
Beyond modifying curricula to address nondiscrlmlna1ory 
assessment of exceptional students, few univ ersll y !rain-
ing programs have systematically tackled and integrated 
other mulllcullural factors such as recognition of different 
cognilive styles of learning or modification of lhe curricu-
lum 10 moot lhe needs of culturally diverse groups (Rodri-
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guez. 1982), Marrs (1984) conten ded that the development ot 
new training curricula to be used In the preparation of rural 
special education teachers would alleviate the high attri· 
lion rate as well as enhance the personal and professional 
success of the rural handicapped population. 
New training curricula designed to provide pluralistic 
preparation of special education 1eachers are necessary 10 
enable them to serve the needs o f culturally diverse handi · 
capped students in rural locations. The premise follows 
that well-prepared teachers whO are eff eclive at meal ing the 
needs of their students will be more likely to remain In lhe 
profession. The purpose o f this art icle is to illustra te he 
steps by which universi ty 1eacher training programs can re-
vise curricula to include a multi cult ural perspective. Project 
AIME (Achievement in Multi cull ural Education), a demon -
slra tlon project for the Department o f Special Education at 
Southeastern Louisiana University, delineates a step by 
s1ep example of how such revision was accomplished in a 
teacher training program. 
Evaluation of Existing Training Program 
The first step in curricular revision focuses on evaluat· 
Ing the existing program. Evaluation should Include a broad 
programmat ic needs assessmon1 as well as specific evalua-
tion of each course for multicultural content. In Project 
AIME, a comprehensive needs assessment tool evaluating 
multicult ura l !r aining competencies was sent to special 
educalion professionals throughout the state. The 52 re· 
sponses determined high priorities for several competen-
cies. For example, "Methods course work with concen· 
tration focused on individual !rails, learning slyles, per· 
ceptual styles and cognitive styles" was deemed the most 
important preparation for mul ticu ltural compe tency. 
Glimps (1985) contended lhal leachers must unders1and 
that cult ural and lingu lslic d ifferences in chi ldren affect 
learning and necessitate flexible approaches to teaching. 
The special educators in this survey cited cogn izance of lin-
guoslic and communicative behaviors as essential to effec-
live teaching. Certainly, teachers need tod istinguosh a legit-
imate language deficit from a cultural linguistic difference. 
Based on these and similar recommendations, revision of 
the !raining program reflected concerns of practitioners 
who deal daily with handicapped students from culturally 
diverse backgrounds. 
Project AIME ul ilized an evafua11on process developed 
by Rodriguez (1 982) to analyze multic ultura l con1ent of 
courses in the special educall on teacher training program. 
An evaluation grid was used lo assess whether texts, read-
ings, leclures. and o ther learning activities addressed perti-
nent mult ic ult ural issues such as l imited English profi-
ciency, cu ltural values, disproportionate numbers o f 
oninorilies in special education, etc. On the basis of the 
grid, each course was ranked in terms of four levels of multi-
cult ura l content ranging from an absence of mull lcultural 
content (Leve l 1) to indepth mulli oull ural challenges an d 
synthesis of issues (Level 4). The mean ranking of all 
courses offered by the department was 2.67. Thus, all hough 
courses overall addressed multlcultural issues, room for 
Improvement was clearty evident. 
Another feature of Rodriguez's (1982) approach is the 
coflecllon of qualitative data to offer individual insights i nto 
how multicuflural information is presented in various 
courses. To accomplish this component, lhe two project co-
ordinators interviewed all Oepa rtmenl facult y members 
with respec t to each course they taught. During the struc· 
Preparation ol t llis article was supported 111 part by grants 
from the U.S. Department of f. (Ju cation (Gran t Nos. 
6 008715010 and 6008715543). 
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tu re(! one hour interview, each member responded to six 
quest ions concerning the extent to which multi cultural 
content was integrated in each course. Intere sting ly, in
complying with mandates tor NCATE accreditation, the De· 
partment had embrace<! multicultural objectives as part of 
the overall pedagogical mission. Through the interview, 
each faculty member expressed a personal interest in tu I ti II· 
ing the commitment which the faculty as a group had made. 
Developing the Framework for Program Revision 
The American Speech-Language-Hearing Associa· 
tion (ASHA) provides curriculum guidelines (1987) to pro-
mote the Inclusion of multicultur al content. Of the different 
approaches recommended, the Project AIME staff selected 
the unit and in fusion approaches to professional training. In 
the unit approach, each course in the curriculum includes 
one or more units which focus on information pertaining to 
multicultural populations. Based in part on the data col-
fected th rough the needs assessment, the mult icult ura l 
unit took the form of a one hour lecture and demonslrallon 
presented by the two project coorcJinalors. The infusion ap-
proach emphasizes the Integration of multicult ural content 
throughout the entire course especially in regard to texts, 
lectures, and other learning activities. The curriculum anal-
ysis has provided the foundation for Project AIME to inte· 
grate multicul tural content. The evalua tion of texts, lee· 
tures, syllabi, and learning aclivities delineated specific 
strengths and weaknesses. Faculty member are now In 1he 
process of meeting the mandates of these evaluations. 
Integration of Multicultural Objectives and Content 
The multicult ura l uni I was presented to every ct ass o f· 
fered by the departmenl during the first year and 10 all intro· 
ductory classes during the presenl school year. In this way, 
every sludent who Is matriculating In the special education 
program has participated in the multicul tural unit. tn order 
for the unit to be effective, lhe project coordinators made 
the presentalion more alt ractive and interesting lhrough a 
mult i·medla format encompassing lect ure, overheads, 
video, and class discussion. 
Five components comprise the multicultural unll: pre-
test, foundalions lecture. video of demonstralion proiec t, 
discussion o l rural mu lticultural considerations, and post· 
test. The pretest assesses students' knowledge of mult i· 
cultural Issues wh ic l\ are addressed in the unit. A Llkerl-
scalewas used to facllitale quanlitative slatistical compari-
sons wilh the posttest. The foundations lecture addresses 
multicu ltural issues deemed important through the needs 
assessment as well as concerns voiced in the faculty in ter-
views. Focusing on assessment. lns1ructi ona1 program · 
ming, linguistic considerat ions, and demographic lrends, 
the foundations lecture utilizes overheads to present re· 
search ranging from Mercer's (1973) revelations of the over-
represen tation o f m inoritles In special educat ion classes to 
Taylor's (1986) examlnallon or commun ication disorders in 
culturally diverse poputalions. A 20·mlnute video, "What's 
the Difference Being Differen t? " (Research Press, 1979) lol· 
tows. This documeniary describes a multicultural demon-
stration project which was developed and implemented 
through a partnership of teachers, teacher educators, and 
community members. Discussion o f rural multicultural is-
sues was facilitated lly an overhead Illustrating the fac to rs 
of rural poverty, ethnicity, geographical impact, and reli-
gious influence in teaching exceptlonaJ students in rural 
southeastern Louisiana. FlnaJly, as a posttest measure, the 




The need Is growing for university special education 
training programs in ru ral areas lo offer a more pluralls lic 
approach to teacher preparation. Effective training will In. 
corporate issues such as learning styles. communication 
variations, behavioral characteris1ics, vaJue differences, pa. 
rental participation, and poverty. With an appropriate back· 
ground from knowledge-based curricula, preservice teac h· 
ers wil l be ablo to grow and pro fit from experiential training 
(i.e., practica and student teaching) where multic ultural Is· 
sues come to Ille. 
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Too often, urban models for transi tion pro· 
gramming have been recommended for use 
in rural settings. What we need are rural t ran· 
sit ion services that are "Golden Gate" in 
quality and one-lane bridge in operation. 






in Rural Areas 
by Donald P. Link 
University of Utah 
Tile most popular analogy used when refetrlng to the 
transition of handicapped students from school to work is 
that of a btldge. Professionals, parents, and students altke 
can grasp the essential concept of transition-or hnklng a 
student 's schOol experience with adult life-by envisioning 
various kinds of bridges, from simple, shaky rope and wood 
structures to heavily riveted suspension bridges. The so rep· 
resent the many variations in range and quality of transition 
services experienced by the handicapped. It is only natural. 
when using this analogy, to imagine the best, most com· 
pl
eto 
services as resembling a "transitional Golden Gate;• a 
grand and beaut iful s tructu re built to move handicapped 
students safely and predictably from beneficial school pro· 
gram
s 
to meaningful employment and personal/social ad· 
justment. Bu t remember w11ere the real Golden Gate is lo· 
cated. Now think for a moment o f a rural setting you are 
familiar with . Take t11e Golden Gate Bridge and 1magi11 e Ii 
placed in this rural setting. This beauti ful. functional struc· 
tu re suddenly seems totally out of place. 
Herein lies the dilemma of providing transition ser· 
vices to mildly handicapped students in rural areas. Too of· 
ten, urban service delivery models have been recommended 
for use in rural settings with students whO are learning dis· 
abled, behaviorally disordered, or mildly retarded (Helge, 
1987). These models, although useful in many respects, are 
not necessarily reconceptualized in keeping with the 
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unique advantages and d isadvantages of providing educa· 
tion to handicapped students in rural areas. These areas of 
strength and weakness have been well documented (e.g .. 
Halpern, 1982; Helge, 1984. 1987; Kirmer, Lockwood, Hick· 
ler, and Sweeney, 1984). Among the greatest disadvantages: 
transportation problems caused by long distances between 
programs; difficulties recruiting and maintaining qualified 
staff; Irregular availability of specialists; and unstable local 
economies. Among the greatest advantages: community 
partlclpalion In school life; informal communication among 
educators, students, and parents: and ability to provide indi· 
vidualized help due to smaller enrollments. These factors 
have positive and negative effects on all rural school pro· 
grams including transition programs, and must be consid· 
ered when implementing any program model. The intention 
is to have rural transit ional serv ices that are ''Golden Gate" 
in quality but one-lane bridge in operation. 
Laying the Foundation 
A widely-used generic model for facilitating school-to-
work transition has been provided by Wehman (1984). It pro-
vides a useful starling point for planning service delivery 
and can be adapted to fit within a rural context. Wehman's 
model illustrates movement through three stages, includ-
ing a) school instruction, b) planning for the transitional 
process. and c) placement Into meaningful employment. In 
this model, the secondary education program becomes the 
foundation on which the bridge of transition is built. 
Wehman suggests three critical characteris tics of an appro· 
priateschool program: a) a functional curriculum. b) integra-
tion with non-handicapped peers. and c) community-based 
service delivery. 
A curricu lum can be considered functional if it is de· 
signed to prepare students for opportuni ties that are avail · 
able in thei r communi ty. One impac t of the economic reali· 
ties in many rural communities is th at there may be few em-
ployment alternatives. Rural economies have been strained 
by fluctuations and failures in farming, fi shing, mining, and 
forestry (Wil liam T. Grant Foundation, 1988). Design of a 
functional sc"ool curriculum might be heavily influenced 
by the nature of work done In a rural community's sing le pre-
dominant industry or by small businesses that have sur-
vived amidst the economic downlum. Personnel who work 
with the mildly handicapped must assess suitable employ-
ment options and the specific skllls needed to succeed in 
these jobs in order to make the curriculum appropriate to 
these needs. For example, a teacher In a transition program 
for mildly handicapped students In rural Utah used an "em· 
ployee behavior checklis t;• given to a variety of local em· 
ployers, to determine the various academic a11d social skills 
that were required to perform entry level jobs. A skill that 
was mentioned by nearly all the employers in her particular 
communi1y was use of the tclophono. Many beginn ing em· 
ployees were required to take mossagos and seek informa-
tion ove r the phone. Since the majority of students in her 
program also attended mainstream classes, the transition 
teacher's first action was to attempt to locate ct asses which 
included this skill in their curricula. Despite the measured 
importance of this skill to employers In the community, in· 
struction of phone skills was not found in the curriculum 
guides of regular courses. There was a similar absence ot 
curricular emphasis on skills such as following directions 
and form completion. Using these data from her own com· 
muni ty, it became this teacher's task to create new curricu· 
far priorities that include the Interpersonal sk ills, jo b· 
related academic skills. an<J specific vocational skills 
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Once a more functional curriculum has been identi-
fied, instruction should take place that integrates handi-
capped students with non-handicapped peers. This is eas-
il
y 
accompli shed with mildly handicapped s tudents since 
most attend many mainstream c lasses. In rural schoo ls, 
many o f the s tudents have grown up together and have been 
naturally integrated because ol their proximity to one an-
other. A greater concern is the appropriateness of the meth-
ods and outcomes in mainstream classes. It is Important 
that the instructional techniques used are beneficial for 
students who have lon g histories of academic fall ure. In-
struct ional methods and desired s tudent outcomes s11ould 
be modula ted In keeping wi th the unique educational needs 
o f handicapped learners. The role of the specia l education 
teacher, relevant to 1ransition, is to collaborate with regular 
educators to encourage and facilitate the use ol elfeclive in· 
structional techniques in mainstream classes. In urban 
schoo ls, formal communication and collaboration systems 
are usuall y suggested or required to accommodate this 
role. Teachers In rur al schoo ls may have an advantage be-
cause o f the lowernumber of perso nnel who need to inter-
act and OO<:ause more personal communication networks 
can be established. 
The third characteristic of an appropriate secondary 
transition program is that it be community-based. In a rural 
contex t, this goal is di fficult to reach for a number o f rea-
sons: remoteness o f j ob s ites; lack o f transportation; and 
c lose-minded, conservat ive attitudes towards serving the 
11andicappe<1 by some members of the community. Again, 
rural special educators need to take advantage of the more 
casual, personal atmosphere that exists in most small com-
munities. Forming car poo ls. finding volunteer drivers, or 
personally transporting students becomes somewhat eas-
ier to arrange through an info rma l co mmunication etwork 
when working with fewer students. Teachers who have prob -
lems accommodating a community-based program be · 
cause of their own scheduling conflicts and multitude of 
duties, can took 10 regional centers or cooperatives for per· 
sonnet who possibly can work with students away from the 
school set tin g. 
Building the Bri dge 
For handicapped students, the Individualized Educa-
tion Program (IEP) serves as the centerpiece for planning 
and delivering special services designed to meet unique in· 
dividu al needs. One o f the barriers to providing lransi tion 
se rvices has been the failure to develop and use IEP's which 
include transi tion objectives and activities for mildly ha ndi· 
capped studen ts (Sarkees and Veir . 1988). Representatives 
of the community and adult service agencies should be in· 
valved, as muct1 as is practical, in program planning. The 
Transition Gulde (1987) lists a number of resources and 
agenc ies that could be uti l ized, Including: 
•Re
habi l i tat ion 
services 
• Job Service 
• Vocational-tec hnical enters 
• Priva te Industry Councils 
• Mental Health Centers 
• Regional social service agencies 
In 
r
ur al areas. it is often possible to maintain more d i· 
rec t contac t with adult service providers and to get services 
quickly. Since communication and monitoring can be fre-
quent and direct there is less chance that students wi l l get 
lost in the system. 
The key to increasing community involvement seems 
to be having adequate current Information. Several proce-
dures are suggested to enhance Informatio n exchange: 
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1. Establish and maintain a community resource dlrec· 
tory for school personnel. 
2. Establish and maintain a sc l100 1 services directory 
fo r agency personnel. 
3. Develop a parents' guido book to school and commu-
ni ty services. 
4. Provide annual training for school personnel In the 
processes for effective coordination of community 
resources. 
Tl1e focus of program planning should not be solely on 
school and agency personnel. Stuclenl s and Jheir parents 
must play an act ive role accessing needed resources both 
In school and in the community. Rural l ifestyles often result 
in c loser family bonds and belier networks of families, 
friends, and church members than in urban areas. A strong 
advocacy role on fhe part of the family can be the greatest 
advantage a student will have in making a smooth and re-
warding trans ition from schoo l to work. Such an advocacy 
role canno t be expected without orientation and training, 
however, and it is suggested that educators train studenls 
and their parents alike in such advocacy skill s as self· 
appraisal, goal·settlng, panicipation on planning meetings, 
negotiation, assertiveness. and understanding educational 
and social service programs. 
The Other Side or the Bridge 
The las t stage o r Wehman's model is the employment 
outcome. This is where the bridge is supposed to lead.Sue· 
ccssful transition cannot happen without employment al-
ternatives. For the onildty handicappe<I, this means compet-
itive employmenl rather than work in enclaves or with a job 
coach. It is assumed that this popu lallon wi ll receive some 
support, possibly Involving post ·Secondary t rai nl ng, but 
that it w i II be of brief du rat ion. Rural special educators can 
exercise control over this stage in several ways: 
• Using local media. the Chamber of Commerce, 
and informal networks to develop job placement 
possibilities. 
• Communicat ing the benefi ts or hiring people with 
disabili ties to employers In the community. 
•Teaching s tudents lo be skilled users o f such job 
acquisition resources as Job Service, Job Training 
Partnership Aet (JTPA), Vocational Rehabilitation 
an<! local newspapers. 
• Assisting students in f inding paid work experiences. 
A student's early work experience is a valuable asset 
and. if managed elfec tively, can enrich school·basccf learn-
1 ng (Tindall, 1988; Wiii iam T. Grant Foundation, 1988). Re-
search conducted by Hasazi , Gordon, and Roe ('1985) 
sho
wed 
thal students wno had held paid part·time or sum-
mer jobs prior to graduation increased their chances of be· 
Ing employed following high school. Even the more mun-
dane, robotic jobs such as many found in the fast·fOOd 
indus try can be useful for promoting good work habits and 
some basic occupational ski lls . In addit ion, studenl s In a 
work environment often show lncreasod motivation to learn . 
H is often the lack of such motivation in the school set· 
ting that has been the main contributor to their poor 
performance. 
Summary 
Jus t as i t Is Inacc urate lo assume \hat al l large cities 
are jus1 alike, so It Is equally inaccurate to draw the same 
conclusion about rural communities. tt is easy lo make 
sweeping generalizations al)Oul the economic state, popu· 
lation mix, and prevailing attitudes in rural America but the 
tact is that rural subcult ures va y a great deal and no single 
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perspeclive captures this diverslly. Regardless of their dif· 
ferences, all rural school disJricls share the challenge of 
providing special education services Jhat facilitate the 
school-to-work lransition of studen ts with handicaps. 
These services begin with a secondary program of studies 
lhat provides cur ricula ppropriale 10 lhe transition goals of 
each student and I hat ut i lize instrucl ional methods that are 
effective wilh sludents who 11ave unique educaJional 
needs. This foundation train ing leads to utili zallon o f 
school, community, and social service resources to cont rib· 
ule cooperal ive ly to program planning and linkages with 
employmen t and/or post-secondary training. Finally, entry· 
leve l work opportunities should be available and of a nature 
lo establish lhe experience base upon which a successful 
career can be built. 
Rural educators are faced wllh unique barriers to fulflll· 
ing the lransition mission but also enjoy unique advantages 
thal can, if taken advantage of, be used to bui ld soli d 
bridges lo the future. 
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Rural teachers and administ rators need to 
move beyond "special " education and ad-
dress the entire range of student diversity in 
rural schools through a more comprehensive 
educational approach. 
Student Diversity 
in Rural Schools: 
Beyond ''Special'' 
Education 
by Colleen A. Capper 
University of Wisconsin- Madison 
Madison, WI 
Wittioul question. P.l. 94-142 (The Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act of 1975) increased services for 
rural students with special needs (Helge, 1984) and her-
alded greater numbers of qualified personnel and more 
service delivery options, related services, and educational 
materials for rural school districts. For rural students who 
previously had been placed in regional institutions or rele-
gated to home·bOund placements, P.L 94-142, which pro-
vided the ticket for their public schOol entrance, indeed 
constituted a major ru ral educational accomplishment. 
However, t11e outcomes of special education practices 
across the nation have recently been scrutinize d by advo· 
cates and policy makers (Gartner an<l Lipsky, 1987). Re· 
search on lederal policies to achieve educational equity, in· 
eluding P.L. 94-142(Sleeter and Grant, 1987) has shewn that 
these policies have created a fragmented, separate, and un· 
equal education system (Gartner and Lipsky, 1987). Persons 
In the field o f ru ral special education cannot atford lo hide 
from or defer the attacks upon the result ing separate sys. 
tern of service delivery. To avoid tho "buckshot mentali ty " in 
meeting student needs (Sarason and Kfaber. 1985), and to 
address the outcomes of special education services, rural 
teachers and administrators need to move beyond ·special " 
education and address the entire range of student diversity 
in rural schools through a more comprehensive educational 
approach. 
While urban schools receive much o f the att ention re· 
garding student diversity, s tudent diversity in rural schools 
is no tess significant, The increasingly diverse student pop-
ulation in terms of minorities, students from disadvantaged 
families (Hodgkinson, 1988), and mainstreamed students 
with disabillll es all challenge the struggling rural ed uca-
Colleen Capper grew up on a farm in northern Indiana. 
She directed and taught in a K - 12 public school pro-
gram in the Appalachian mountain area of southeast· 
ern Kentucky and is currently an assistant professor 
in the Department of Educational Administration at 
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lion system. The possibilities of pooling resources In rural 
schools from general education and equity programs. or 
merging general and special educat Ion (Lilly, 1968; Rey· 
nolds, Wang, and Walberg, 1987; Stainback and Stainback, 
1984: Wilt, 1986) may assist rural sc hool districts in provld· 
ing a quality education for alt students. With the cost ol spe-
cial education averaging 2.3 times more than general edu-
cation programs, and the cost of segregated special educa· 
tlon placements averaging over 31 percent higher than 
costs in less restrictive environments like resource rooms 
(Decisions Resources Corporation, 1988). rural <1dmlnlstra-
1ors cannot ignore the option of restructuring genera l and 
spec ial education In thei r rural districts to enhance student 
learning for alt students. 
Cle$criptions of exemplary rural programs have pro· 
vided examples of how rural special educators are attempt-
ing to meet the needs of students with disabi lities in gen· 
or<i l education classrooms (Helge, 198 S; McKenzie, Hiii, 
Sousie. Yorki, and Baker, 1977; Singer. 1984). 
However, rural school administrators and teachers 
need a broader framework in which to make decisions to 
Impact upon all students within the entire educational 
program. 
Speci fic Focus 
Capper (1989a) proposed a conceptual and practical 
framework for rur al school administrators to serve students 
with severe intellectual disabilities In the general education 
program. This article proposes an alternative conceptual 
framework that can address not only students with severe 
disabilities in rural schools, but can also include a broad 
range of learning needs In the general education classroom. 
tn addition. the conceptual framework and the suggestions 
for practice are appropriate for ru ral special and general ed· 
ucation teachers as well as for rural school administrators. 
First the article examines a conceptual framework for 
meeting student needs beyond traditional special educa-
tion categorical services. Second, the 3(ticle proposes 
practical applications of the framework forrural administ ra-
tors and teachers which include (a) shaping the sc hool/ 
classroom climate, (b) coordinating the instructional pro -
gram, and (c) considering the mediation of rural language, 
llistory, and culture. Finally, the use ol resources to support 
administrators and teachers who aro fully. bUI not solely re· 
sponsible for all students in the local rural community will 
be described. 
Conceptual Framework 
One conceptual framework o f princ ipal instructional 
management behavior emanates lrom a synthesis ol sys-
tems theories and Is based on the research of effective 
schools and effective school leaders (Bossert, Dwyer. 
Ro
wan, 
and Lee. t982). Seen as an lt1teractive relationship 
rather than unidirec tional, the fra mework depicts 11ow the 
leader can influence the school climate and shape th e In· 
structional organization to impact positively on student 
teaming. 
Using the same instructional management framework. 
Capper (1989b) explored the reciprocal exchange between 
poor, rural communities. school leader behavior, and early 
childhood serv ices for children with special needs. Capper 
suggested that the principal and teachers need to consider 
the language, history, and culture ol the rural community 
and of the students, as mediating points between school 
climate and instructional organization \see Figure 1) This 
consideration is necessary to meet the needs of poor, rural 
students with disabil ities. By including service delivery for 
rural students with disabilit ies within a general education 
Educational Considerations. Vol. 17, No. 1, Fall 1989 
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framework, school administrators and teachers can apply 
this framework to the entire sphere of student diversi ty In 
their schools. The rramework and its application can extend 
beyond the need to create more separate. special services. 
and "pull out" programs for the variety of students in rural 
school$. 
Appllcatlons for Administrators and Teachers 
Shaping the school/classroom climate . The rural 
school/classroom climate (e.g., the norms and expecta· 
li
ons 
for students) can be support ive of all students. The 
school/classroom climate can encourage both supportive 
relationships as well as academic expectations for s tu · 
dents to ma~lmiie their potential, regardless of learning 
needs ($arason and Doris, 1979). Rural special education 
delivery models have supponed removing stude"ts wilh 
variant lea rning needs from the general educallon class· 
room and serving them througt1 pullout programs In the 
school or by transporting students to out of dlstrlc l place· 
ments. Students and teachers cannot practice support· 
ive relationships in the class room if some members 
of the school community are absent, namely thoso with 
disabilities. 
Administrators and teachers can apply the rural value 
system which emphasizes the importance of "community• 
to their schOOIS and classrooms, and establish norms and 
expectations supportive of all students. However, for stu· 
dents with disablllties, merely being present In the class· 
room Is not enough. Isolation and inequaiil les can persist 
even when the student is no longer physically separated 
from his/her neo rs. Active participation and interaction can 
be expec ted o f all students. The research and literatu re on 
social interaction among students with and without dlsabll· 
!ties can Inform this student interaction (Bednersh and 
Peck, 1986; Cole, Meyer, Vandercook, and McOuarter, 1987). 
Coordinating the instructional organization . Coordl · 
nating the instructional organization in the rural schooll 
c lassroom lor students with special needs will require a 
consideralion of both the process and the content ol in· 
str
u
clion for students. The IEP process supports input from 
a variety o f persons concerning instructional strategies to 
meel sludent objectives. However, traditional rural special 
educational delivery models (e.g., resource room, self· 
contained rooms) expected the special education teacher 
to be prlma1ily responsible for both content and process de· 
cisions. Current research and literature suggest st1ategies 
for general curriculum integratio n for students lrom the 
continuum of diverse learn ing needs-from the more se· 
verely intellectually disabled student to students with mild 
learning difficulties (Duffy, 1988; Falvey, 1989; Wang, 1989). 
Administrators and teachers can integrate this curricular 
content wllh cooperative inst ruct ional practices. Thus the 
Fall 1989 




Considering language, history, and culture. The Ian· 
guage, history, and culture of rural students can link the cli· 
mate and instruction surrounding student learning. These 
mediating variables between school climate and instruc· 
tion can target both the rural context of the school as well as 
the concept of disability. Considering both rural context 
and disability in this part of the conceptual framework can 
be tools for addressing the range of diversity in rural 
schools. 
The schoollclasst'o om climate can be sup portiv e of the 
diversity of rural values in the community wl1ich are embed· 
ded in the community history and culture. Therefore, it ls Im· 
portant that school personnel an d studen ts understand 
their rur al history and culture. Similarly, the academic in· 
st ruction can also reflect and support the language, history, 
and rural cult r e of the students and o f the community. Wig· 
g inton (1985) and o thers (Giroux and Mclaren, 1986) have 
advocated the primacy of student experience to inform 
classroom pedagogy, and have provided examples of this in 
practice. Rural history and information on local and state 
history can make inroads into the traditional "urbancentric" 
curricutlllll of rural schools. 
It is also important that rural schOOI personnel know 
the history of handlcapism and the institutional apartheid 
of persons with disabilities in thei r rural community. It is 
atso necessary to know the individual student's educational 
and social background, and discern how to sensitively 
share that information with the school community. 
The importance of language as a mediating variable de· 
pends on the degree of cul tur al differences embodied in the 
rural community. Rural Hispanic. rural Appalach ian , and ru· 
ral Native American settings exemplify t11 e importance ol 
supporting the diversity ol language In the school climate 
and academic milieu . Rural mldwestem farming areas may 
have less obvious lang uage differences than affluent urban 
settings, however the Importance of local vocabulary is no 
less signi lic ant. 
For rural students with disabilities which severely limit 
their verbal expression, the body of knowledge developed 
by researchers and scholars in lhe area of language devel· 
opment for persons with special needs (Dunst, 1985; 
Schlefelbusch, 1979; Siegel-Causey and Guess, 1989) can 
be tapped to support these students In the rural school. Ru· 
ral school leaders and teachers can be receptive and open 
to communicative intent wh ich goes beyond verbal articula· 
tion, and for students with pro found Intellectual disabili· 
ties, extends beyond a format augmentative system. An eye 
gaze, head turn, facial expression, body posi\lon, and vocal 
utterance have meaning, and for the rural sl udent wi\11 se· 
vere intellectual disabilities, all constitute their language. 
Fully but not solely responsible. One of the biggest in-
hibitors for n.11al teachers and administrators to serve stu· 
dents in the general education program Is the feeling that 
one teacher could not possibty meet all student needs in 
the general education classroom, or that the local rural 
schoot could not meet lhe needs of all students in the local 
community (Capper. 1989c), particularly those students 
with more severe disabilities. In addition, persons in the 
lield of special education become unsure of their roles 
when students are educated in the general education class· 
room. White ru ral administrators and teachers can be fully 
responsible tor students in rura l communities. they need 
not be solely responsible for meeting the dive rse range of 
learn ing needs. 
First, ru ral administrators and teachers cannot over· 
look the fact that first and foremost, all students are more 
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importantly human, and !heir common humanity exists be· 
fore the disability. Capper(ln press) found that rural districts 
scrambled to implement P.L. 94- 142 by emulating urban 
service delivery models. Often rural administrators devef· 
oped an entirely new transportation system and set aside 
separate space to group s tudents with similar learning 
needs. In attempting to provide special equipment and ser· 
vices for s tudents with intensive learning needs, these rur al 
administrators neglec ted to furnlSf) th e students with the 
materials and services available lo all other students in the 
community. Adequate materials, qualified teachers. access 
to Information about the school for parents, and opportuni-
lies 10 interact with other students represented just a lew of 
the components o f a rural non·disabled student's school ex· 
perionce which were not available fortne students with spe· 
cial needs. Administrators did not consider what educa· 
tional opportunities were currently available for all students 
in their districts and did not ensure that, as a beginning, stu· 
dents with disabilities were provided these sameopportunl· 
ties. Rural teachers and adminis trators can feel confiden1 
aoout their abi lity to enhanc(} the lives of students. And by 
considering their studenis with spec ial needs first, as stu· 
den ts , t11ey can move away from the notion that they are not 
"experts:· and only highly specialized knowledge can meet 
student needs (Skrtic , t988). 
Second, allhough under the proposed conceptual 
framework. rural te<>chers and administrators are fully re· 
sponslbte for all students in the school and community re· 
gardless of student needs, school personnel are not solely 
responsible for all students. Rural spoc ial education is in· 
deed a "gold mine" and can provide the network of support 
necessary for administrators and teachers. Rural education 
anci special education strategics have also historically in· 
eluded utili zing community resources in the school, includ · 
Ing volunteers and business partnerships. Resources at the 
school, community. region, state, and national levels can be 
tapped to provide the information needed to meet special 
student needs in the general education program. More typi-
cal classroom support services such as related services 
personnel (speech, guldanoe. physical therapy) can share 
their expertise within alternative programming models 
such as transdiscipllnary teaming (Campbell, 1987; Lyon 
and Lyon, 1980). 
Summary and Conclusion 
Rural administrators and teac11ers cannol deny the dG» 
mog raphlc realities In rural schoo ls today. Societal and fa· 
mill al complexities are no less significant in rural than in ur-
ban schools. Creating a separate program or prac1ice for 
each area of student diversity only perpetuates a frag. 
mented syslem of servicedehvery. This article prop0sed the 
utllliatlon of special education knowledge within a general 
education framework, to move beyond "special " education 
In rural settings, and to address tho range of learning needs 
within the general education program in each child's local 
commun lty. 
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Introduction 
In any community when a young person commits sUi· 
cide the reverberations are widespread. In an Eskimo com· 
munity of 550 along the Yukon River when eight young vii· 
lagers commit suicide over an eighteen month period 
everyone is affected-the fam ily, the teachers, the health 
workers, EVERY ONE! In 1988 the A11c/1orage Dail y News 
published a Pulit zer prize.winning series ent itled "A Pe ople 
in Peril:' Tl1e series chronicled lhe personal tales or pain 
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and loss in rural settings as i t described the relationship of 
alcohol to other social and health pro blems 1ncluding fetal 
alco
l
lo l syndrome, bootlegging, poverty, suicide, acciden· 
tal dea1hs, homicide, cult ural disruption and movements to· 
ward sobriety. As Managing Ed itor, Howard Weaver, pointed 
ou l In an editor ial, "Our se ies is focused on misery. It is not 
a balanced account, contrast ing reports of damage with the 
rich cultural heritage of AlasKa Natives. It does not deal over 
much with the happiness ot many close·knit Native faml· 
l ies, or the enduring grace or their tradi tions:· (Anct1orage 
Daily News, 1988, p. A- 12). Weaver makes ii clear that the 
newspaper series v.ras not intended as criticisrn so 1nuch as 
a \varni ng to us al I. 
Tea cl)er trainers cannot afford to ignore the need for a 
spec ialized set ot competencies which goes beyond a 
knowledge base framed in pedagogical terms in preparing 
leachers for rural settings. Klei nfeld (1988) describes the 
perspective of Donald Schon (1983) who observes that " pro· 
fessional s o ften prac tice in situations which demand more 
than the applicaiion of technical knowledge to concrete 
problems. Professionals typically work in situations of com· 
plexi ty and ambiguity and disorderw 11ere it is not clear what 
goals are desira ble or where desir able goa ls may conflict. 
The professional' s ta k is nol simply to solve par ticu lar 
problems through the application o f technica l knowledge. 
The task is also to figure ou1 jus1 what the problems are. 
Preparation for professional practice should include prepa· 
rai ion in spotti ng Issues and framing problems. in thinking 
through the consequences and result s of different courses 
ol acl ion, and in staying sensitive to the particu lars or con· 
crete situations:· {p.iii) 
The rural and remote si tuations experienced ln Alaska 
are mere exaggerations of issues that professionals must 
address in other parl s of lhe country. Incre ased isolation, 
d istance and cult ural diversity perhaps contribute to the 
higher statistics in Alaska but similar problems exist in 
many parts of the Unit ed States, part icularly in regions with 
large American Indian populations inclu,li ng reservation ar-
eas in the West . 
The assumptio ns, content and competencies de· 
scribed in this article are part o f a pilo t program to train Ru· 
ral Specialists- a group of professionals who choose to re· 
side in rura l, cultura lly diverse settings and who recognize 
the need for more information to cope with 1he everc hang· 
ing context o f their professional practice. These peo ple may 
be teachers-regular or spec ial education, social workers, 
nurses, alcohol counselors or others. The program is de· 
signed to enable them to feel more successfu l {competent 
and confiden t) so that they can remain in the settings they 
chose. McDiarmid, Kleinle ld, and Parrett (1988) state, " In 
ever/ environment the local context - social, economic, po· 
litic
al. hist
or ical, l inguistic and so on - inf luences teaching 
and learning:' (p. 1) The dis1a nce·delivered master's degree 
program r rom 1 he Universily of Alaska Anchorage offers the 
opporl unity to draw frorn the local context and link together 
con ten t from various academic discipllnes. While a variety 
o f pro fessions are in the program, only the relationship to 
teacher education is addressed in this arlic le. 
Training Program Assumplions 
A number ol assumptions unde rline the developmen t 
o f 111e con ient and competencies of the Rural Spe cialist 
The Rural Special/st program described here is partiall y 
funded bya gra111 from OSERS . The majority of this text was 
taken from a March, t 989 presentarioll at the American 
Council 011 Rural Special Education !ACRES) coll fet ellce in 
f t. Lauderdale, FL. 
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program. A wide variety o f rural professions were Invited 
Into the program and individual degree plans were devel-
oped to accommodate preexisting competence. An ad· 
vanced degree and not additional cerlificates, endorse-
ments or licenses is the objective. These assumptions are 
the basis upon which the program was developed: 
• For scme time to come we are going to be faced with 
Iha necessity lor non-Nativelnon-lndigenous prof es· 
sionals to fill the roles of teachers, nurses, coun· 
selors and others in rural and remote settings. In 
order to work successfully with stu dents/clients, 
families aM communities, contextual information 
must be a part o f training. "Contex t" here raters lo 
setting variab les including language, cultur e, social 
and healt h issues as well as community proll les and 
priori! ies. 
• The development o f quali ties of mind and person 
Includ ing such intangibles as sensili>iily, curiosity, 
ll ex ibllit y, judgment, character and integrit y must be 
coupled with the application of general concepts and 
knowledge in order to develop successful lntervcn· 
tions In rural and remote settings. 
• Rural professionals need career ladder and staff de· 
velopment opportunities to help offset the dlscour· 
agement and isolation that contribute to tnehlgh rate 
ot turnover and burnout in rural and remote settings. 
Distance education models and expanded contex· 
tual competencies offer greater opportunities for ru· 
rat professionals to achieve professional growth. 
• Piotessiona ls who already reside in rural and remote 
se ttings an<J have a desire to remain there, bring to 
tho grad uate program contextual lnform ali on lhat 
can be incorporated and shared in Issues seminars 
and $l \JCle1'l I nitia ted research and development 
activities. 
• Ed ucators an d schools have an ongoing partic lpa· 
tlon In rural and remote settings. While other agen· 
cles and professionals may come and go based on 
factors such as funding or current emphasis, school 
personnel remain pivotal components in rural com· 
munlly actions. 
• Many of the learners in rural and remote sellings, par-
ticularly those in culturally and linguistically diverse 
areas, are at-risk of school failure because of the high 
incidence of poverty, substance abuse and concomi· 
tan I social and health issues. They frequently experi· 
ence a tack of vocational opportuni t ies and are 
caught In rapid cultural change. For lhese 1easons, 
rnuch of the instructional content and methodology 
o f special education is appropriate ror a larger pro· 
portion of the population than would norma lly be 
assumed. 
• Co llabora1lve interactions between human service 
providers (including teachers) in small commu" ll ies 
are the basis fonheholistic development of appropri· 
ato Intervent ions lor special learners and their fami· 
lies as well as for the at-risk population. 
Content 
Four primary areas comprise the course work 1n the Ru· 
ral Specialist program. The content highlights that follow 
do not necossar11y constitute individual academic courses. 
The forty semester-credit d09ree can be completed via on· 
site distance education and summer campus programs. 
Sr1ecial Education 
Genera l Knowledge of Handicapping Conditions 
Classroom Organizat ion and Behavior 
Management 
Foll 1989 
Legal En titlement 
Collaborative Consultation 
Rural Special Education Service Delivery 
Counseling 
Individual and Group Counseling Skills 
Woming wilh Families 
Worlong wilh Handicapped Children and Youth 




Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and Effect (FAS and FAE) 
Teen Pregnancy 
Physical and Sexual Abuse 
Suicide Preven tion 
Heallh Education 
Career and Vocatl,onal Plann ing 
Cultures in Transition 
Research and Development 
Qualllative and Quantitative Research Ski l ls 
Community and SchOOl·Based Research 
Action Plans and Products for Rural Settings 
Special Education and Rural Competencies 
Special education teachers need a variety of compe-
tencies 10 meet today's instructional demands. Profes· 
sional organizations including lhe Teacher Education Divi· 
sion of the Council for Exceptional Children (1986) and the 
Nalional Joint Committeo on Learning Disabilities (1987) 
spent considerable time in recent years developing lists of 
desi rab le teacher behaviors. In considering compe ten· 
cies needed for successful teaching in rural and remote 
schools, the firs I concern is competency for teaching in any 
setting. 
Hudson (1987, p. 232- 34) for mulatell a l is l of sixteen 
major compe1 encies summarized below. With lit lie excep· 
tion these compe tencies are desir able for the regular 
teacher, and certainly lor the rural teacher who must cope 
with many situations and problems that could be referred to 
o ther professionals and speclalis1s In an urban or populous 
setting. 
General/Social Knowledge 
Normal Child Development 
How Children Learn 
Planning and Evaluation 
Remediation 
Diagnostic and Prescriptive Teaching 
Materials 
Sequence/Task Analysis 
Ongoing Eva luation 
Curriculum Content 
Special Programs 
Affective Cu rrlc u la 







Systems to Increase Oes,,ed Behaviors 
Systems to Prevent Behavior Problems 
Specific rural special education competencies were 
described by Helge (1983) and the National Information 
Cenier for Handicapped Children and Youth (1983). They in· 
eluded a basic understanding or 111e difterences betwee n 
urban and rural schools, a knowlodgc base for dea ling with 
a broad range o f handicapping conditions with limited as· 
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Competencies for a Rural Context 
The reali ties of the ro le of the teacher in a small vil lage 
or community in Alaska require a1>proprlate responses to 
s tudonl needs beyond basic curriculum offeri ngs and in· 
struc t lonal techniques. 
Spec ial education teachers are comfortable wi th mult i· 
grade grouping and thei r assessment and evaluation skills 
are basic to creating an effective learning environment. 
E-.$ry classroom, at every level, contains a variety of poten· 
tlal problems engendered by blhngual and cultural varl· 
ances, as well as varied learning styles, ability levels, and 
learning disabilities. Transiency and fragmented previous 
evaluation systems contribute greatly to the problem. Con· 
sequently, the teacher must have ski l ls to assess each stu· 
den t lnl\ ial ly and on an ongoing basis to identi fy learn ing 
s tyles and the prese nce or abse nce of learn ing disabil i ties, 
severe emol ion al problems and o ther problems. Related 
services in evaluation are commonly scarce and frag· 
mentod, resulting in greater demands on the teachers' 
skills. 
Couns eli ng.All teachers are "counselors" in their roles 
as teachers from time to time. However, at present and for 
the near future the teacher In rural Alaska is called on con· 
tinuousty to be a counselor among students who are living 
in a time and place of uncertainty and confusion. The 
teacher needs the skil ls to know whens/he is in fact coun· 
s&
ling, 10 know the 
limits and depths of counseling that can 
be implemented effectively, und to be facil e in a variety of 
counse ling techniques so as to have options in selec t ing a 
counse ling format suited to a student (or group) and the 
demonstrated need. In a time and place of turmoil, having 
enough skill to know the limits of the competency and the 
point at which the services of the professional counselor 
must be acquired is reason enough 10 have basic counsel· 
1ng competencies! 
Career guidance is a complicated responsibility at this 
lime of great contusion and controversy regard ing the fu· 
tu re of young Alaska Nat ives. Issues of land rights, cultural 
integration, and economy play Into tho di lemma of career 
c1olces, as teenager youngstors and their families s truggle 
with education ;ind tr aining issues In preparation for adult 
life. A sens It ive and wel I equipped career counselor/teacher 
is highly challenged in this area. School dropout relates 
closely to this topic-an additional challenge to teachers 
and communities. 
Health and Social Problems. Health problems and/or 
related social concerns abound in rural Alaska; local access 
to medical information and treatment is limited to the skills 
and rosponsibility of the village health aide (a paraprofes· 
slonal position). The teacher Is frequentl y the key person 
who hears healt h co mplaint s (excuses for absence) and ob· 
sorves visible health problems, as well as t11ose manifes ted 
through behavior change. The knowledge needed to read 
"red fl ags" nd to kno w where to make referrals or seek as· 
sistance is basic. Additionally lhc teacher may be the logi· 
cal person to assist in follow up troatrnent and routine after 
illness and/or medical Intervention. Hopefully the teacher 
will be supported by basic visits and assistance from an i tin · 
erant Public Health Nurse. Not onty can the teacher assist, 
given basic training, knowledge and information, but the 
teacher generally enjoys a trust level and predictable daily 
Involvemen t wi th the students, and hopefully, the trus t and 
conlldencc of the parents. 
24 
Consultation and Collaboration. The rural teacher 
must nave extensive competency in collaborative consul· 
talion. The teacher must perceive him/herself as a 
facilitator-a consumer of maroy and varied services 
needed by the students, but avallable only on schedule or 
requesl. As a facilitator the teacher will respond to lhe need 
for curren t and accurate f iles of human resources and edu· 
cational services available to 11e s tudents and fami lies, In· 
eluding con tact persona. demographic data, and personal 
famil iari ty with key sources. This role as facil itator applies 
10 educational needs, and to areas of concern such as al · 
tempted suic ide, unplanned pregnancies, mental and emo· 
tlona
l 
disturbance and illness, and physical and sexual 
abuse. The rural teacher must be able to • team" with others, 
pooling resources, and joining together with other disci· 
ptines to further the welfare of the students. 
Health Education. The rural teacher at either elemen· 
tary or secondary level needs to be able to assume responsi· 
bl lity for health educatio n. that is, 10 provide accurate In for· 
mat ion (on aro age appropriate basis) to students regarding 
preventive and holis tic health care and maintenance. As a 
wel I trained professional th is teacher can provide hea l th ed· 
ucation in the context o l the social environment involving 
decision making and student awareness o r choices and 
options. 
Communit y Invo lvement. Information and Knowledge 
are the basis of advocacy. The effective rural teacher is an 
advocate not only tor the s tudents, but for the coonmun11y . 
The rural teacher must be well informed about the culture of 
the community, and have good listening and information 
gathering skil ls. It is a true competency to be able to sub)u· 
gate one's own cul tural background and understanel that the 
teacher's ro le is not lo t0ach people new cult ura l ways, but 
to be the educator in the cultural environment of t11e corn · 
munity. Serious study and course work is usually required 
o f a teacher to begin to master the cult ural mores, phitoso· 
phy and natural ways of a cul ture with which a teacher llas 
had no experience. 
Conclusions 
Sixty percent of the school districts in the United 
Slates are rural as defined by community s ize and delivery 
model. A considerable percentage o l teachers In train ing 
wil l eventually end up in small schools In rural and rornote 
areas teaching children In muttigrade groups, a.ssurnlng 
wide curricular responsibili ties and •·mainStr()am ing" hand· 
!capped children because tha1 is the only allcrnatlva avail· 
able (Johnson, M.K., Amundsen, C., and Parrett , W., 1983). 
These teachers will be rewarded by the advantages ol rural 
teaching including smaller class size, the opportunity to 
know children and families very well, living far away lrom 
hectic urban life and being close to the countryside and nat· 
ural surroundings (Baker. 1986). Depending upon the size 
and location of the communities, the teachers may be Chai· 
lenged addi tionally by working in a cult ural nd social con· 
text very di fferent from their own background, in communi· 
li
es where 
poverty, substance abuse and related healt11 and 
social issues affec t most o f the c l1 ild ren and wil l most def in· 
it
ely 
affec t the teacher as well ! 
Professio nals make a positive choice when they go to 
rural and remote villages in Alaska, reservations settle· 
ments in Arizona or ranchong communities in Montana. 
They hope to be competent teachers, nurses, counselors or 
other practitioners and to perceive themselves as effective. 
Feeling capable, confident and competent will help prevent 
burnout and positively affect the high turnover rate. Expand· 
Ing competencies to address primary issues of coping and 
survival in ru ral America wil l begin to make a di lferenoe. 
Educa tional Considerations 
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As the nation's schools are moving toward 
integration of mi ld -to -mod e rate hand i· 
capped students within general education 
classrooms, teachers must gain additional 












by Dean K. Mcintosh and Gail I. Raymond 
University of South Carolina 
Introduction 
Providing appropriate services to mildly handicapped 
students In rur al areas has, and will continue to be a serious 
problem. For a number o f years there has been a critical 
shortage of trained educational evaluators and psycholo · 
gists to do the testing necessary for the ldentl lica tion of 
those referred by teachers, administrators and parents. Ru· 
ra
l school 
districts, because of their geographicat Isolation 
and widely scattered pockets of popula tion have an ex· 
tremely difficult time in providing specialized services such 
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lege of Education, University of South Carolina. Dr. 
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as psychologica l services. School psychOlogists are often 
both unaffordable and unavailable for ru ral schOols (Helge, 
1985). The limited !l umber of special educators availab le in 
ru ral areas have res1ric ted bath the quantity and quality ol 
the services that are availabt e 10 handicapped children aM 
youth. Helge (1984) pointed out that the majority of the un· 
served and underserved children are located in rural areas in 
America, and the overall prevalence of at-risk students in ru· 
ral areas is very high. As a result , Identification and Inter· 
vention are two activit ies that are particularly difficult to 
implement. 
Altho ugh PL94-142 has done much lo assure that ser· 
vices will be guaranteed to the handicapped, such services 
are provided only to those students who have been appro· 
priately identified and labelled. Studenls suspected of hav· 
ing learning and behavioral problems o lte n don't receive the 
proper help that should be given to them if they don' t quality 
under this law. In some rural areas little effort is even made 
to identify this population. School administrators are well 
aware that once the student is " labelled" the distric t is then 
le
ga
lly responsible for services being provided on an on· 
going basis. Whal happens as a result of the above circ um· 
stances is thal there is general overall dissatis faction by all 
persons i rwolved in the educational process. Regular class-
room teachers are lrustrated because t11ey don't have the 
support services needed. They know Iha! keeping these stu· 
dents in classes without receiving proper help hinders pro -
viding the proper education to the non·handicapped slu· 
dents in the class. Pare nts are concerned that theircl1 ildren 
may nol be receiving the proper educat ion. Administrators 
worry about the legal and moral ramifications of such a pol· 
icy. And, those students with the problem and those who are 
functioning normally are prevented from reaching their full 
educational potential. 
Needs In Rurai Areas 
School administrators need lo adopt a policy !hat is not 
going to require a large influx of new personnel in order to 
provide services to handicapped students. Addit ional 
teachers and psychologists are probably just not avai lab le. 
As a result there is a need for regular classroom teachers to 
develop ski lls necessary to diagnose and remed iale mild·to· 
moderately hand icapped students. Obviously, the easiest 
approach on the part of administ rators is to require regular 
classroom teachers to return to colleges or universities and 
take formal course work in these areas. Another more suc· 
cessful approach would be 10 designate one or two teach· 
ers in each school throughout the dist rict or consortium 
who will receive such training through the coll eges or uni-
versities. This training will be provided in a convenient loca-
tion for a number of rural teachers, and a system will be de· 
ve
loped 
and implemented to provide on·golng support once 
!tie course work is completed. These teachers will become 
lhe in·house consul Ian ts to o ther teachers while maintain· 
ing the vast majority of students in regular ctasses. A third 
approach is tor the special educators employed within the 
system to assist regular educators in gaining addit ional 
ski lls, util izing a consultation model. Probably a combina· 
t ion of the second and thi rd alternative is the most expedl · 
ent and palatab le to classroom teachers. 
What is basically needed in rural and sparsely popu· 
lat
ed 
areas is a procedure that makes optimal use of all aP · 
propriate personnel within lhe scl1ool system in both as· 
sessment and intervention. Special educators need to be 
able to work more closely with regular educators and vice 
versa. Both must be able to ut il ize the informalion provided 
by ancillary personnel such as psychologists, speech thera· 
plsts and guidance counselors . It will require collaboratlon 
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on tile part of both the regular and special educator. This 
is, in essence. what the regular/special education lnilia· 
tive as discussed by Wi ii (1986) Is reall y all about. How to 
implement it is much more difficult than discussing it 
philosophically. 
Assessment in Rural Areas 
Hargrove and Poteet (1984) have defined assessment 
as a process whereby app<oproale lnlormatlon Is gathered 
by using appropriate tests. instruments and techniques. Ac· 
cording 10 Witt , Elliott. Gresham, and Kramer (1988) •As · 
sessment should be viewed as an array ol matenals, tech· 
niques, and tests across a variety of time periOds and 
situations" (p. 4). They have further stated that teachers, 
psychologists, speech clinicians, counselors, parents. and 
even the children themselves should be Involved in the as-
sessment process. Helge (1988) also suggosted that the as-
sessment should be interdisciplinary and include not only 
the teachers but also the school nurse, counselor, adminis-
trator and parents when possible. 
Luftig (1989) has stated that assessment has two com-
ponents. These include measurement and evaluation. Mea-
surement is the gathering ol the information throu~h ad· 
ministration and scoring of tests, and eva luation 1s the
interpretation of the test results. Swanson and Watson 
(1989) have pointed out that assessmen t, in con trast to test-
ing, is the process whereby lndlviduat characteristics are 
discerned that are the important aspects of developing a 
specific program meeting the s tudonrs unique educational 
needs. 
Assessment serves a variety of purposes. Al tM basic, 
or initial level, i t is the screening of tho Individual to deter. 
mine: 1) if there is truly a problem, and 2) if any additional 
evaluation is necessary. Most often this is conducted by 
classroom teachers, util izing information readily Clva ilable. 
No
rmally 
this incl udes formal ssessment data that is gath· 
ered through schOol or d istrict testing and any informal 
assessment that has been performed by the teacher, 
along with any substantiating data available from class-
room performance. 
One way o f eliminating some o f the confusion In the 
screening phase is lor it to become a cooperative effort of 
both the special and regular educator. Together they can de· 
termine the deplh and severity of the problem and possibly 
work out some pre·screening remedial programs that may 
work with the student without having to make a referral for 
further evaluation. Even ii further evaluation is needed, the 
information gained by intervention al the screening level 
will be of assistance to thOse who are charged with the for· 
mal evaluation process. 
Should there be evidence ot a possible problem. the 
student would normally be referred to the school psycholo-
gist or evaluator 10 determine ii it is severe enough to re-
quire labetlfng ~nd the providing of specialized services. 
This second level of assessment Is often referred to as de· 
1ermlning e/iglbllty. Most of this evaluation Is formal in na-
ture, such as 10 testing, achievement tests, and even possi-
bly projectives. This evaluation Is normally performed for 
the purpose of meeting PL 94-142 criteria so services can 
be provided through federal funding. Most states have very 
specific guidelines and regulations regarding the types of 
tests and the t ime frame they are to be administered. 
The third level of assessment, and by far the most Im· 
portant lo classroom teachers. Is that of assessment for 
program planning. This is o ften where the process begins to 
break down, especiall y in rural areas with limited resources 
and anc ill ary perso nnel. Afte r the student has been 
screened, received a formal evaluation, and has been deter-
Fa/11989 
mined eli gible for services. it is then the responsibility of 
the regular and special education teachers to provide the 
actual remediation. Rarely do the psychological reports 
contain specific information regard ing remediation. Too of· 
ten the classroom teacher feels the special educator Is re · 
sponsi ble for remediation while the special educator per-
ceives the regular educator as responsible foron·going and 
long-term remediation within the regular classroom. Pro-
gram planning becomes piece-meal and consists of the IEP 
which is written by the special educator with little. or no In· 
put from the regular classroom teacher. Because the as-
sessment process is incomplete little indepth program 
planning takes pf ace, thus remediation is on sha~y ground 
from its Inception. 
Even more critical is the fact that a certain number of 
students who are referred are found to be Ineligible for spe· 
cial education services. When this happens, they are re-
turned to the classroom teacher as her/his tot<1I responsibil-
ity. Normally, no program planning takes pf ace and therefore 
the assessment process, while reviewed as complete by the 
•system;' is certainly incomplete in the eyes of the class· 
room teacher. Utile help, ii any, is available to the teacher 
and the student. 
All of the above infer there should be a strong Involve· 
ment by both the regular and special educator if assess· 
ment is to be performed properly. If bo th are not involved it is 
hignly possible t11at few remedial services can, and wil l be. 
provided by either. What results is that the regular educator 
sees that he/she does not have the time or skill s lo provide 
the remediation needed, and the special educator has been 
given no responsib ility forlhe student, because 111e s tudent 
did not meet the identification criteria. In more urban areas, 
there may be other services available to the regular c lass· 
room teacher in the form of remedial reading programs, 
counseling, or extra tutorial help. In rural areas, those se r· 
vices are rarely available, especiall y within thG school Itself. 
St
udents 
must be transported many mi les to receive spe· 
c ialized services. 
One of the major pitfall s of identi fication and labell ing 
in rural school d istricts is too of ten it divides up responsibif· 
ities for the educat ion of the student. The regular classroom 
teacher and the special educator each take a "piece of the 
action'" rather than provid ing a cohesive workable remedial 
program In which both teachers are equally lnvorved . Ideally 
what is needed is a procedure where both work together to 
determine the extent and depth of the academic problems 
of the student. and then continue working collaboratively in 
programming. This would include the use ol a variety of in· 
struments such as informal and formal techniques and cri· 
terion referenced and curriculum based assessment. Many 
of the students would receive proper remediation utilizing 
such a procedure. 
Intervention 
While identification is an important aspect ol the total 
remedial process, intervention is the real key to the remedia· 
tion of handicapped students. Unless identification Is 
translated into effective intervention strategics, little will be 
gained from an elaborate diagnostic process. In rural areas. 
th is intervention must be both practical and sound. Accord· 
ing to Mcintosh and Raymond (1989), it must be pract ical be· 
cause often the special education teacher is not within the 
school or within reasonable drivingdistanceand the regular 
c lassroom teacher must carry out the intervention. It must 
be sound, because if the regular educator is lo provide all. or 
even part of 111e remediation, it needs lo have a pedagogical 
base that wi ll allow Implementation to take place and be In· 
1egrated into the classroom setting. 
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Many authors in the field are presently writing about In· 
tervention that can be carried out to a great exten t wi thin the 
regular classroom setting (Meyen. Vergason, Whelan. 1988: 
Gearheart, Weishahn, Gearheart, 1988; Stephens, Black· 
hurst, Magliocca. 1988; and Bauer and Shea. 1989). Most re· 
cent textbOoks on the topic of instruction of handicapped 
students include within their titles inferences to the regular 
classroom, mainstreaming, etc. With the regularlspeciat ed· 
ucation init iative discussed previously, emphasis is now be· 
ing placed on keeping mild·to·moderately handicapped stu· 
de
n1s 
in the regular c lassroo m as many hours a day as 
possible. Tiii s means that more teachers have responsibll· 
ity for a larger number o f handicapped students each year. 
Aural schoo l (tis tric ts will be part of the national move· 
ment toward integration. Integration eliminates the long Ira· 
vel time to a central sc hool that provides spec ial edu cation 
services and all ows the s tudents to remain in their own 
home schoo ls. It does plac e a great burden upon the 
teacher, however, with even more diversi ty found in the 
c lassroom. It also means that there must be a consul tative 
relationship established between regular and special edu· 
caters whenever possible, so that each can support the 
other in the maintenance of students in the program. 
Berliner (1988) has reported lllat before teachers can 
begin providing effective instructional strategies forexcop· 
tionaJ learners that oecisions regarding preinstructionat 
factors such as content time allocation, pacing, grouping, 
and activity s tructures must be determined. Each decision 
affects both teacher and student alti tudes and behaviors, 
and student achievement. He considers during·instruc-
tio
nal 
factors to be t ime students are engaged in ac tivities, 
time management thal is the responsibil ity of the teacher, 
monitoring o f the success rate, amount of academic lea rn· 
In
g 
t ime that Is util ized, monitoring of the learning ex peri· 
ence, and s truc turing and questioning that must be In· 
elud ed in me Instruc tio nal period. All o f these must bo 
taken Into considerall on If a teacher is to be successful wl th 
exceptional learners. 
Teachers often face serious problems when remed ia· 
lion is attempted wit h this g roup of children. Skill deficien· 
cies at lower grade levels are very different from upper 
grades. However many students, although administratively 
assigned to the upper grades, wilt have skills deficits thal 
place them In the lower element ary level. This os why diag· 
nosis is so important, for i i helps the teacher pin·point the 
deficit level in preparation for intervention. 
Lower level reading programs emphasize initi al phon· 
ics, writin g letter fo rma1ions, and li teral translation s. How· 
ever, at lhe midd le grades of 4- 6, the emphasis is placed on 
inferent ial reading, on the subject matter being taught , and 
written language moves to l he expressive mode. Oral as· 
pects become very important and teachers are concerned 
with not only length but complexity o f oral expression. Ob· 
viously, reading has become comprehension, and no longer 
is greatly Invo lved with decoding. With math, no longer are 
facts as important as the uti lizing of these fac ts in word 
problems al'\d translation o f math to subjec t matter areas. 
A teacher of a four1h grader who has lirst and second 
grade skills has no alternative but to teach those basic 
skills. The teacher finds that the cuiri¢ulum within the 
classroom begins to extend lar below the fourth grade level. 
This may begin to appear as an insurmountable problem, 
because appropriate remediation can only take place with 
the teacher providing basic skills intervention, 
It Is at this point thal either the special trained reg ular 
educator and the spe cial educator becomes an integral part 
of the remediation process. The remediation, to be effeC· 
tive, must be based upon thecurriculum and unique charac· 
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teristics of the particular scMo l. This requires a great 
amount of adaptation o f existing methOds and materials. 
The special trained 1eachers in tile sctlOOI will ~ able to 
provide the teacher with assistance in this adaptation. 
White the teacher is learning how to adapt , other s tudents 
with similar problems will benefit from these newly devel-
oped skills. In turn. those teachers in the school with spe-
cial education training beeome more proficient at the skill 
of consu ltation. In such a model, everyone gains. The regu-
lar classroom teacher becomes more adept at cur riculum 
modification and coping with diversity in the classroom. 
The special teacher gains add i tlo11a1 skil ls in consuttalion 
and wor'king with regular educators. Sludenl s, both t110se 
who are targeted fort he remediation and others in I he class, 
benefit from the teachers newly developed s l<ill s. In es-
sence, specific learning strategies for rile SltJdM l 's instr uc· 
tional level are the keys lo success at tile Intervention le vel. 
Summary 
Teachers in rural areas are o ften faced with very di ff i· 
cult academic problems . They have students who are obvi· 
ou
s
ly not succeeding. bol they oflen have few resources 
available to assist them in determining the extent of the 
problem or to develop proper remediation . As the nation's 
schools are moving toward integration of mild-to·moderate 
tlandicapped students within the regular classrooms, 
teacllers must gain additional skills and expertise in both 
diagnosis and remediation. This need not be done in a vac-
uum. The school distric t needs lo adopt a model that all ows 
!he utilizi ng of all teachers and ancill ary personnel 10 work 
tog ether in these processes. All will benefit, Inc lud ing 
teachers and students. Each sol100 1 needs to have a teach· 
er(s} who has gained addit ion al skill s In working with handi · 
capped students, but no l every teacller in the sc hoo l mu st 
have obtained forma l training. If even one teacher in the 
school has expert ise In this area, it can be shared with all 
others in both diagnosis ao1d remediation. Rural teachers 
having to depend upon experl s coming to their schoo l, o r 
getting information from lhe central office will never be as 
effective as those having an expert in their own schools in 
the form of a consultant-collaborator. 
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The development of a community network to 
improve services for children with chronic 
health conditions and their families takes 













IL is estimated that at least 10 to 15 percent of all chi I· 
dren and yout11 have a chron ic illness or d isability. Of this 
group, about 10percent- or1 to 2 percent of all children-
have a condit ion severe enough to affect daily activit ies 
(Hobbs, et al., 1985). These children and thei rfami I ies have a 
special set of needs which require the'involvement of many 
agencies and programs in their community. Families must 
cope with challenges in obtaining appropriate and available 
services, adequate financing of care, emotional adjustment 
and changing fami ly dynamics as well as a definilion of 
their place in the commun ity. Such challenges often requi re 
the assistance of outside agencies as well as a community 
planning effort for these special services and needs. 
In Oc tober 1983, Pathfinder was awarded a competit ive 
grant from the Division (Bureau) of Maternal and Child 
Health, Department o f Health and Human Services under 
the category of Special Projects of Regional and National 
Significance (SPRANS). Tl1 e grant was awarded to Path· 
finder for the development o f a community network model 
for childre n with chron ic healt h condit ions and their fam i· 
I ies. The demonstration projects were located in the Minne· 
sota communities of Albert Lea and Austin and in Eau 
Claire, Wisconsin. Specific activities included task force 
development, community needs assessmenl lmp lementa· 
tion, development of an action plan, and evaluation of the 
local network. 
Judith A. Kahn and Georgianna Larson work with 
Pathfinder which was established in 1983 as a cooper· 
ative effort of Gillette Children's Hospital, the Minne· 
apolis Children
's 
Medical Center, and several o ther 
health·related agencies in Michigan. Pathfinder's pur-
pose is to improve systems of care for chi ldren with 
chronic health conditions. 
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Th is article presents a model o f community service 
planning and delivery that can be applied to the partic ular 
set of problems faced by chi ldren with special health care 
needs and their families in rural communities. Whi le the 
model is presented in the context of health concerns, the 
principles of the mode! are generic and can be applied 
within any context and for any set o f problems. 
Problem 
Children with special health care needs and ttleir fami· 
l ies present a unique set of challenges to the standard 
health care delivery system. These challenges cannot beef· 
fectively addressed by a healt h care system geared to chi I· 
dren with routine, acute or even fatal il lnesses. The com· 
plexit y of their needs requires them to obtain services {rom 
different agencies including the.ch ild's primary health care 
provider, medical specialist, school, county social services, 
advocacy organizations and other community groups. 
Services for these children, especially in smaller com· 
munities and those comrnunities v.•ith IO•N~incidence condi· 
tions, can be fragmented and incomplete. Agencies tend to 
plan services for these chi ldren according to the disability 
and the current population (Perrin, J.M., 1985). Coordination 
and integration seem to be lacking; long range planning and 
systems change rarely occur. In this situation, children too 
often receive poorly coordinated or inadetiuate service-
and families are caught in the middle. 
Solution: A Community Network 
What is a network? Networks or networking 11ave been 
cal led by different names: interagency collaboration, coor· 
dination or team building. A network is the integrat ion of ex· 
isling resources which may include people, organizations, 
info rmation or institutions .. votking to\vard a corn1non goal. 
The process involves collaboration and coordination !n or· 
der to overcome turf guarding and competition. Another 
way to put It is, networking iswhateverworl<s: it can be infor· 
mal or formal, overt or covert, ongoing or ad hoc. 
Anyone can init iate a community support network. 
Networklnglinteragency collaboration/team building are 
not new concepts: they have been ut i lized to plan and de· 
liver services In the health, education, social service and 
voluntary sectors . Path Ii nder took th is tam itiar concept and 
developed a unique model for a specific popu lation: chil· 
dren with chronic i llness or disabi lity. 
Pathfinder Community Network 
This model is based on four key assumptions: 
•Children with chronic /1ealth conditions and their 
families face a common set of probfr;ms, regardless 
of the specific condition or disability. Patt1finder be· 
lieves that c-ommunity service planning and deliver>/ 
for children wit h chronic heatt h conditions can occur 
if this populatio n is perceived to have a common set 
of concerns, regardless of the specific condition or 
disabil ity. Those concerns could includ e: publ ic edu· 
cation, day care, school health services, transporta· 
tion, parent support, informat ion networks or respite 
care. 
• Services for tl>ese children and their ft1milies can be 
improved by enhancing cooperation among existing 
health. school and community programs, rather than 
creating new programs. The population, which if 
identified by disability, seems very small. Seeing the 
children in larger groups makes the planning effort 
seem more workable. The community can then en· 
hance the current service system to accommodate 
these special needs. 
• Community network building can be best facilitated 
if the network is begun at the community /eve/. Path· 
Educational Considerations, Vol. 17, No. T. Fa/I 198g 
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finder was, and still is , committed to the belier Lhal 
any communi ty-based se,..,ice worns best If initiated 
and maintained Informally at the community levol. 
The "format inlormality" of the local structure is a 
positive tor tong range efficacy of fhe model. 
• Community network building for 1/Jese chl/dren and 
1h11/r 
/am/lies 
w/11 be most effective ii parents ar11 In· 
votved In network planning and service development. 
Parents are the key to the Pathfinder community net· 
work model. Although it was oflen difficult to sollcll 
and maintain parent participation, their input was es· 
se
nlial In 
both needs identification and systems 
planning. 
The community network model is firmly based on the 
belief that flexibility is essential and that each comrn unlt y 
will develop a unique system lo net work services. The key Is 
the development of a common commitment lo the popula· 
lion and a willingness to try something new. 
Phase One: Formulafion Of The local Task Force 
Development of a community network Is a structured. 
consecutive process. Working relationships must be devel· 
oped among the parties invoJved and these relahonships 
must be ba~d on mutual respect and understanding. Ultl· 
mately, the formation of the local task torce is catalyzed by 
the perception of common problems and a shared need to 
find solutions lo those problems. Although network devel· 
opment may be supported by many agencies and lndlvld· 
uals. a lead agency should be identified during phase one. 
The agency will provide accountability and structure for the 
work 10 continue. 
An initial mee ting should be called lo bring key partic l· 
pant
s 
together. The purpose o l this meefing is to 1elp key 
participants become acquainted and famil iarize 111em· 
selves with o ther programs and services, lo Intr oduce lhe 
concept o f comm unity network development and to Iden Illy 
common problems. The key points 10 consider In planning 
this initial meeting are: Who should be invited? By whom 
should the invitation be extended? How and where should 
the meeting be conducted? 
Next, begin the formation of the network by inviting 
service providers and parents to take part on meetings to 
idenlllyunmet needs, resources and strategies for change. 
This begins the networking process and creates interest In 
both tho identified problems and their solutions. 
The role of leadership in this process is critical. The 
main function of leadership in a community network task 
force is to ensure thal the tasks necessary to plan and carry 
out the group's goals are accomplished. This leadership re· 
sponsibili ty may be undertaken by one individual or shared 
by several members. 
Team members usually become more involvad and 
commllled 10 the work of the group when leadership func· 
lions are shared by 111e 1ea<ler with group membors. An Ex· 
ecutive Committee, composed of the task force chalrper· 
son(s) and subcommittee chairpersons, can function as a 
governing board for the Task Force. 
In selling up a new network, communities may want 10 
consider bringing in a consultant. Pathfinder structured lhe 
development of the community networks around an outside 
lacilitator. An outside lacilitator can be a valuable asset on 
providing important feedback to the group and ob1ccllvety 
critiquing activities and ideas. This person can be lnstru· 
mental In bringing the Initial group together, coordinating 
the needs assessment and structuring the action plan. 
Communl lles and the outside facilitator, however, musl 
work al bui lding leadership within the community so lhal 
the network can be maintained at the community level. 
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Phase Two: Community Needs Assessment 
In order to determine the needs and resources lorchil· 
dren with chronic health condilions and their families, the 
task force must agree on the target population and the geo-
graphic area (communify). 
Definition of Community 
A "community" can be defined In many ways. Each pro-
fessional organization has different geographical bounda· 
ries in which it delivers services. Education rnight have a 
city-wide school district, public health and social services , 
a county-wide popu lation, and a voluntary organization, a 
multi-county constituency. Each local task torce must 
agree upon a common area for Its functioning. In its demon· 
st ration projects, Pathfinder defines the commun ity as 1he 
geographic area in which FA MIL ES receive se,..,ices, i.e., 
their health care provider, school. shopping and employ-
ment. This allows fl exible boundaries which cross tradi· 
lional catchment areas and reduces turf-guarding among 
the professionals involved. 
Target Population 
A definition of the target population also needs to be 
mutually agreed upon by task force participants. Pathfinder 
developed the followmg definition for use in the local dem-
onstration projects in Minnesota and Wisconsin: 
A chronic health condition Is defined as an illness or 
disability which necessitates that a chllcl, aged 0-21 years, 
receive individually plannecl services for an extended time. 
Assessment of Needs and Resources 
Once the target population and the communlly have 
been defined, the first activi ty of ll1e task force s11ou ld be to 
conduct acommunily assessmen t o f current resources and 
needs. The format which was used by Pathfinder and devel-
oped wit h t e assistance or evaluation consultants is a key 
informant approach which uses a questionnaire to assess 
current perceptions of resource availabi l ity, resource qual-
ity and prioritization or needed changes. 
The quesfionnaire used t:>y Pathfincler was aclapted 
from Community Workbook for Collaborative Services to 
Preschool Handicapped Children (Magrab. P., Ku28k. E~ and 
Green, L, 1981) by the American Association of University 
Affihaled Programs. 
Phase Three: Development and Implementation of the 
Acfion Plan 
The community needs assessment will provide the 
Task Force with a lis t of needs and resources. The Task 
Force can then set goals and priori ties for action. Planning 
strategies to accomplish these goals is the next step. Tasks 
for carrying out the strategies should be ciearlydef ined an  
assigned to subcommittees composed of persons who 
have a particular interest or expertise In an issue. 
Network Development Strategies 
The following are examples or various strategies used 
by the Pathfinder demonstration projects in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin. These strategies Include: 
• lnteragency Collaboration 
Wor1<ing relationships based on undersfanding and 
mutual respect are the basis of a successful network. Is· 
sues of territorial ity, responsibility, competifion and costs 
are very real and need to be addressed. Pathfinder demon-
st ration project interagency collaboration was based on in-
formal linkages between persons/positions rather than 
agencies. Cooperativeagreemenls were not developed; this 
al lowed Path finder network activities to be viewed as an in-
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formal s tructure which did not add a new agency to the local 
mix. 
Example: 
In one of the southern Minnesotacommunllles. public 
health nurses (supplying school nurse aclivities for local 
school district), the district special education coordinator, 
and Interested parents worked together to design a school 
nurse schedule, a clarification of the school nurse rote. an<I 
a protocol for management of the student with diabetes. 
• Parent Group Development 
A parent support group or parent advocacy group may 
be part of a community network effort. It may be one solu· 
t ion to an area where parents are seeking mutua l support or 
are advocating for services. 
Example: 
Parents of children with diabetes and the social ser· 
vices di rector at tho local hospital formed a support group 
in one of the Pathfinder demonstration projects. The addl· 
tion of the health professional to the group increased their 
ability to net wort< with other support groups, provided free 
meeting space and access to hospital resources, and in· 
crease<J 
the 
group's ability to recruit new members. 
• Educational Programs 
A workshop geared toward health professionals, 
school personnel, community agency staff and parents is a 
useful networking tool. Workshops bring people together to 
share information and ideas. For these reasons, a workshop 
is also a good way to initiate a network. It can provide an at· 
mosphere for coll aboration toward a common goal and a fo· 
rum to carry It out . 
Example: 
Each of tho demonstration communltles sponsored 
educational workshops for professionals and paren ts on is· 
sues for families of chil dren wi th chronic heal1h cond itions 
and the professionals that serve them. The workshops 
brought together those who were participating In the net· 
work demonstration project with other parents and prof es· 
sionals In the region. It also proved to be an effective way to 
solidify and advertise Pathfinder Task Fore-0 activities. 
• Resource Development 
CollabOrative elforts between agencies can produce 
valuable resources for children with chronic health condi· 
lions, their families and the professionals that serve them. 
The specific resource(s) will depend on the Identified need 
and the resources of the cooperating agencies. With in·klnd 
contributions from individuals/agencies working on the de· 
velopment o f tho resource, a quality product can be devel· 
oped with l imited funding. 
Example: 
Members of the Minnesota. Pathfinder project devel· 
oped a two.county parent resource brochure. The brochure 
featured health, education. social service, volun tary agency 
and parent resources in an easy·to·read format. Funding 
to print the manual was contributed by a local service 
organization. 
Phase Four: Evaluation of the Network 
An evaluation of the community networf< process Is es· 
sential to obtain information on how wetl the local network 
functions and whether the group activities have made any 
impact on children with chronic health conditions. Path< 
finder contracted with an outside consultant to Indepen-
dently evaluate community network model development In 
each o f the demonstration projects. Whatever method you 
choose. focus on three features: 
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• TJ1e process of developing and Implementing the 
model. LOok at the cooperative energy of the partici-
pants, task force leadership and the role of the 
facilitator. 
• The resufls, focusing on what has been accom-
plished by the task force; and 
• The impact of the net1Vork model on the population of 
children with chronic health conditions, lheir Jami· 
lies and the community. 
The evaluation demonstrated that the local Pathfinder 
task force had become a "presence" in each community. 
Task force members felt that Pathfinder activities had been 
a valuable addition to the community. More importantly, 
each local group made the decision to continue beyond the 
funding period of tho Path finder grant. Each had become a 
sel f-sustaining entity in t11elr community s tructure. 
Conclusions 
The development of a communi ty network to improve 
services for children with chronic health conditions and 
theirfamllies takes planning, commitment. enthusiasm and 
interest. The key ingredients for the development of a suc-
cessful network are: 
• cooperative working relationships between individ-
uals and agencies; 
• a format needs identification process; 
• readership development In the task force an<I its suf:>. 
committees; 
• realistic funding for projects to meet the identified 
needs; and 
• clear and open communication. 
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Rural administrators put a great deal of t ime 
and ingenuity into the effort to recruit and re· 
lain qual i fied personnel. Their strategies 







by Judy Smi th-Davis 
Counterpoint 
Fairfax Station, Vir ginia 
Rural and remote districts have long reported difflcul · 
ties in recruit ing spec ial education teachers and o ther per· 
so
nnel. In 
addition to experiencing the nationa l shortage of 
teachers in some disciplines. rural districts are often ham· 
pered by their distances from populat ion centers, their 
sparse populations (which reduce the numbers of local peo-
ple in the reserve pool), potential applicants' lack of knowl· 
edge about or desire to move to rural areas. lower salary lev· 
els (in some cases), and other factors (National Information 
Center for Children and Youth with Handicaps, 1983). Turn· 
over is also high In rural areas. Helge (1984) estimated a 
30-50 percent attrition rate in rural areas, and Lud low (1985) 
reported 90 percent turnover rate every three years in theAp· 
palachia school dis tric ts he. studied. ''Teachers in remo te 
schools t i•plcall y foll ow one of two patterns. Some stay for 
manyyoarsor fora lifelong caree r; others s tay for one or two 
years and then depart" (Scott, 1984, p. 3). 
Rural superintendents and other adminis trators put a 
great deal of time and Ingenuity into the effort to find and 
keep good teachers. Some o f their ideas are described here, 
as reported through the National Clearing house for Prof es · 
sions in Special Education (Cohen. Barnett, and Jessee, 
1989) and other sources. 
In Kansas. the High Plains Educational Cooperative 
combines human·interest recruitment effons Wilh opportu· 
nities tor training to attract people who will thrive in rural 
Kansas. These efforts are focused parttcularly on recruil· 
ment of spec I al educators and feature "Home-0 rown Train· 
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ing;· by local teacher trainers to develop a " Horne Grown 
Product" (certified local personnel whh local relationships). 
Joining High Plains in this program are the Southwest Kan-
sas Area Cooperative, Liberal Public Schools, Garden City 
Public Schools, Fort Hays State University, and Panhandle 
University. Advanced degree course work Is provided at ru· 
ral sites, with practicum experiences in local summer pro-
grams. Skills acquired during training aro supponed b>/ the 
unique background knowledge of the rural setting pos· 
sessed by the "Home·G rown Specialist." These training op· 
portunities, t he realities of rural special education, and hu· 
man values are emphasized in tl1e High Plains recruitment 
literature (Cohen, Barnell , and Jessee, 1989). 
The Pinal Counly (Arizona) Special Education School 
retains good personnel by stressing an attitude of l iberating 
them to function at their best and most autonomous levels, 
provid ing needed resources. and o fferi ng opportunities for 
professional developmen I and advancement. The school's 
reputalion for high quality programming and success with 
students wno have moderate to severe disabi l ities also con· 
tributes to i ts low turnover rate and success in recru iting 
outstanding educators. In addition to a $4,000 per year re-
cruitment advenising budget, the school sends its teachers 
10 lhe Council for Exceptional Children's Convention each 
year. where they act as recruiters (Cohen, Barnett, and Jes· 
see, 1989). 
Maine's Collegial Support Network for Rural Special 
Educators was organized In 1986 to reduce the rate of attri· 
tion among special educators. Nine regional support 
groups have been formed. each with its own coordinator, 
and regional teacher academies and peer support and 
problem·solving meetings are In progress. Sponsored by 
111e Maine Department of Educational and Cultural Ser· 
vices, this network should lead to reduced feelings of isola· 
tion among rural special educators, as well as mutual sup-
port, exchange of information. and st1aring of teaching 
s trategies (American Counci l on Rural Special Education, 
1988). 
North Carofina•s s tatewide recruitment effons center 
on 34 t outstanding teachers (one from each high school in 
the state, urban and ruraQ, who are appointed to serve as 
teacher recruilers tor their schools and districts, with sti· 
pends of $300. In addition, eight regional Teachers of the 
Year are given release time to serve as Regional Teacher Re· 
oruiters for one year, wor1<ing directly with the Teacher Re· 
cruitment Office of the North Carolina Department of Public 
Instructio n. These regional leaders assist recruiters in their 
regions, identify good candidates for teaching careers, dis· 
serninate information on financial aid, visit junior high and 
middle scho o ls to encourage students to consider teaching 
careers, work with business and civic groups on ways to 
make teaching more rewarding, and work with highereduca· 
lion institutions to enhance thalr recruitment efforts. North 
Carolina also has a s tate scho larship program and has de· 
veloped a comprehen sive campaign for rnarketing teaching 
careers (Cohen, Barnett, and Jessee, 1989). 
In New England, lhe Northeast Common Market Proj· 
ect serves as an example of cooperation that might be 
achieved by other contiguous groups ol states. Par1icipants 
are Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island, 
New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont, and these states are 
exploring W3'fS to increase the supply of educational per· 
sonnel and considering the esta.blishment of regional cerli· 
f ication (Cohen, Barnett, and Jessee, 1989). 
Career ladders for aides are extremely useful, because 
they tend to develop local people who will remain in the rural 
area. A number of programs have emerged lo give parapro· 
lessionals the !raining necessary to becorne teachers, 
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among them the cooperative program between the State 
University College at Buffalo and local schoots. The Bu flalo 
program is particularly concerned with enrolling aides from 
ethnic minority groups, because of the alarming decline In 
minority representation in the teaching force. The program 
is designed to meet the non·tradltional needs ol aides who 
are seeking the development that wfll lead them Into prof es· 
sional Positions (Cohen, Barnett, and Jessee, 1989). 
Among all eflorts to recruit and retain qua Ii fioo person· 
nel, two stand out : 
• Inductio n or mentorship programs tor new teachers 
(as a retention practice); and 
• Th e assignment, 1rainlng. and nurturing of peer tu· 
tors, with encouragement and st im ulat ion 10 con· 
sider leaching when they prepare for careers. 
A striking percentage of personnel al ready in special 
education report that early positive experiences with lndi· 
viduals who have handicaps was an influence on their ca· 
reer choices (Smith-Davis and Cohen, 1988). Extended el· 
forts to provide such experiences to young people Is one 
way to Increase their interest in preparing for special educa· 
tion careers. Peer tutoring not only gives students positive 
expenences, bot II also multiplies instructional resources 
available to students with special needs. The poor tutoring 
experience is enriched If training, incentives. and collegial 
encouragement are provided, as has been demonstrated in 
Oregon, where the University of Oregon sponsored a confer· 
ence for high school peer tutors in conjunction with a state· 
wl(le special education conference. This 1985 conference 
was attended by 140 students representing 21 high schools 
in Oregon. with support from the Oregon Department of Ed· 
ucation. "The purposes were to develop the roles, skill s. and 
attitudes of non·dlsabled tutors, relative to their roles as 
friends, trainers, and advocates; to develop a system o f rein· 
forcers to help teachers recruit and maintain high·quality 
tutors; and to provide career and professional development 
opportunities to tutors" (Cohen, Barnett. and Jessee, 1989). 
Because a disproportionate number ol teachers leave 
the field Within the first five years of their careers (~ens· 
child, Lauritzen, and Metzke, 1988) the support offered byln· 
ductlon programs Is thought to be a substanhal measure tor 
retaining personnel. Typlcally, induction programs provide 
first·year teachers with advice and consultation by experi· 
enced mentors in their school buildings and usually include 
continued tral nlng and periodic evaluation of performance, 
with assistance where improvement is necessary; in some 
cases, higher education faculty members cooperate with 
the school to provide mentorship and supeovision (Smit li -
Davis and Cohen, 1988). Induction or mentorship programs 
are freq uently operated at the district level, although slates 
such as Ulah and New Mexico are initiating statewi de 
teacher induction lnillali ves . 
Finally, among o ther useful recru itment and retention 
ideas being implemen ted in 'larious states and distric ts are 
the fol lowing (Smit h-Davis and Cohen. 1988): 
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• Telethons are used in some communit ies to recruit 
teachers and volunteers. In a+:klition to Informational 
segments, call·ins are encouraged lrom Interested 
vie\•1ers. 
• Through Future Teachers of America and Student 
CEC organizations, it is possible to identify and en· 
courage capable students eanyin high school and to 
provide them with encouragement, incentives. and 
career Information. 
• Multl·dlstrict recruitment fairs can feature Inter-
views, videos, displays, performances, and prl nted 




• Many teachers who leave the profession eventually 
return . The educallonal access and public access 
channels of local cable television systems are un· 
tapped resources lor displaying career information 
and job openings to this reserve pool in the 
community. 
• In some areas, the schools, higher education, local 
businesses. and citizens have formed alliances to ad· 
dress teacher recruitment and retention. The incen· 
tive package mai• include discounts and free seovlces 
or products from local businesses; recognition pro· 
grams wit h bonus awards contributed locally; prof es· 
sional development opponun111 es; men torships; 
adjunct faculty status; and other elements that in· 
crease the reward value and status o f teaching in the 
community. 
• There are growing numbers or state·sponsored tu · 
ition grants, student loans, stipends, and scholar· 
ships for persons entering training in high-demand 
teaching fields. 
• Sometimes supplemental salary Increments are 
added for intensive or extra duty by teachers. Such in-
crements might be supported by a local educational 
foundation, such as has been established in some 
communities, or by a corporate endowment. Salary 
supplements may be useful, not only for attracting 
personnel, but also for stimulating existing person-
nel to retrain for shortage areas. 
• Community groups and organizations can do much 
to make teachers fee l appreciated, through recogn i-
tion programs, awards, volunteer activities, and o ther 
forms of participation with teachers in tlie schools. 
• The printed recruitment materials from some state 
offices (notab ly North Carolina's) feature brochures 
that describe the minority population in the state, the 
careers of minority individuals in education. and the 
opportunities and needs lor persons from minority 
backgrounds in education. These materials value the 
minority individual an<I show that the state is a place 
where persons lrom minority groups will feel a sense 
of belonging. 
• Some districts have a planned program whereby 
teachers may rotate among specialties. For example, 
after teaching for two to three years in behavior disor-
ders, a teacher might have the option of spending a 
year in the general education classroom or electing 
some other position in the public schools for a year, 
before returning to special education. This practice 
not only expands the insights o f teachers but Is also 
thought to reduce burnou t. 
• In dealing with personnel shortages. districts may 
use e.xtended day, extended week, or extended year 
programs to serve more students with existing per-
sonnel. Increased dep loyment o f paraprofessionals 
helps extended programs succeed. 
• Some districts use retired teachers as part·time vof· 
unteers or paid staff members to engage in team 
leach Ing or perform other duties. 
• &lme higher education institutions send student 
teachers to rural and remote areas to serve as para· 
professionals and substitutes. In these roles, train· 
ees are given responsibilities that tend to integrate 
them into the community and school system. This 
practice appears to work particula rly we ll if st udent 
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Conclus ion 
Rural and remote districts deal daily with the inter· 
twined issues of quali ty (ol Instruction, programs, curricula) 
and quantity (of resources and personnel). These issues of· 
ten make ii difficult to commit to move beyond the compli· 
ance level and invest in enhancing the qualit y o f education 
at the build ing leve l. Once a rura l d istrict decides to go for 
quality , however, it usuall y finds that its recruitment needs 
are greater than they were before. By the same token, once a 
rural district or school becomes locally, regionally, or na· 
tionally famous fo r the quality o f its educational programs, 
recrui tment becomes easier. Good teachers like to be asso· 
ciated with good schools and school systems. 
Good rural and remote schools could become laborato· 
ries for the preparation o f master teachers (which, in a very 
limited and local sense, they are now). The skill s of the sue· 
cessful mult i-grade teacher could be examples in the train· 
ing of all teachers. The small rura l school cou Id become the 
formative experience in many teachers' l ives - a proving 
ground and a springboard. Thus, the small rural school 
cou ld become excelle nt in ways that would resolve its re-
cruitment di fficult ies, while improving education fo r s tu -
dents and teachers ali ke. 
Fall 1989 
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A consulting teacher approach to educa-
tional programs for gifted students can offer 
enrichment opportunities to a broad range of 
the student popu lation even as it provides 
the alternative learning environments very 





Able Students In 
Rural School 
Districts 
by Peggy Dettmer 
Kansas State Universit y 
and Jean M . Lane 
Dayton, Washington, School District 
Appropriate, effect ive education for very able studen ts 
has been commanding increased public interest and legis-
lative action during the past two decades. However, not 
enough information has been made available to guide edu-
cators in rural, isolated , and small school dist ricts in serv-
ing the learning needs of their highly capable students. This 
is unfortunate, because two-thi rds of our nation's school 
d istricts have fewer than 2,500 students enrolled (Spicker, 
Southern, and Davis, 1987) and can be expected to Identi fy 
no more t11an 125 students for gifted programs. Further · 
more, each and every s tate has a number of rural sc hoo l dis-
tric ts and could benefit from practical , realis tic approaches 
to serving tl1eir students who have high learning potential. 
Very able students are present in economically disad-
vantaged as well as advantaged communities. They do exist 
across all cult ural and ethnic groups, and in both rural and 
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urban areas. Their numbers inc lude both male and female 
students and occasional handicapping cond itions such as 
physical impairment, learning disabili ty, or emotional dis · 
turbance, It is virtually certain that any school with a hetero-
geneous s tudent population of even a few dozen s tudents 
will contain some who are capable or perfonnlng well be· 
yond the limit s imposed upon them by thei r school's con· 
vent ionat programs. 
Educational Needs of Very Able Students 
Students who need educational services beyond the 
basic curriculum and grade-level grouping are portrayed by 
a variety of labels, inc luding gifted, intellectually superior, 
academically talented, high-performance s tudents, and 
other descriptive terms. Regardless of the label selected, 
such students often perform at two to four, and sometimes 
as many as eight, grade levels beyond their age peers in 
sc11ool-based tasks. They have the abil ity to learn rapidly 
and easily. They know much about things which their age 
peers and sometimes the adult s around them do not know. 
They tend to prefer di fficult, complex subjects and thrive on 
intellectual challenge. Most are Invo lved In a wide a1ray of 
interests and activi ties. 
These characteristics signify learning needs which 
have profound implications for school curricu lum. It might 
be more honest and realist ic to describe the very able in 
school as cu rriculum-disabled studen ts who are at risk 
within the normal s tiucture of a conventional sc hoo l sys-
tem (Dettmer, 1988). Some describe them as child re n-in-
conf
l
ict (Davis and Bull , 1988} when penalized by typical 
school practices of age-grading, lock-step curriculum, and 
ordinary levels of int ellectual activity. 
Risk, disability, and conflict do occur for students 
when their learning potentlaf cannot be nurtured in Cha i· 
lenging schoo l environments. The general classroom pro-
grams that are designed fort he mainstream student popu la-
t ion are not likely to provide acceleration of content and 
grade level placement mat challenges them to greater 
heights of performance, enrichment of subject matter that 
al lows them to delve, inquire, and produce, or the personal-
ized learning options that allow them to demonstrate and 
develop their potential, Such s tudents are in their own way 
as deprived as the most bitterly impoverished child of the 
ghetto (Fincher, 1976), 
Effects of Current Educational Trends Upon High-Abilit y 
Students 
Many of the current educational movements do not 
bode well for very able studen ts. Minimum competency 
goals, mastery learning models, behavioral objectives pro-
cedures, and even cooperalive learning strategies lhat are 
not adjusted for wide ranges of student differences, l imit 
the more capable learners. Because of these cor1cerns, 
some schools strive to create more appropriate lea rning en· 
vironments for students who can be accelerated, enriched. 
and guided beyond minimum essentials of the C\Jrricu lum. 
sc11oo
ls' 
motives fo r doing so rnany be pragmatic, i f not 6u t-
right self-serving- for example, aiming to avoid student 
flight to private schools and a subsequent loss of enroll-
ment and fu nding, Other motives focus upon the future, to-
ward development of outstanding s tudent abilities that can 
be expected to help soc iety and advance civil ization. 
All in all , the most promising concept of an enhanced 
learn ing program for the very able is that which creates 
school-wide learning environments o f accelerated move· 
ment through material, enrichment of curricu lum, and per-
sonalized instruction for any and an who can succeed wi th 
tl1em. Good programs for very able student s cannot exist 
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very long in subpar schools (Renzulli, 1987), ana by tne 
same token. schools which fail to challenge 1heir more com· 
petent students are not likely to rise abOve mediocrity in 
serving any of their students. 
Implementing school prograrns and curricula that 
meet t11e needs of all students is a monumental task for any 
school district, whether urban or rural, large or small, ad van· 
taged or poor. Howeve1; rural, Iso lated , and small sc hoo l dis· 
trlc ts face particular challenges In providing appropriate 
learning environments for hlgh·abil ily students. The most 
educationally disadvantaged youth in American schools 
may well be gifted studen1s in rural communities (Milne, 
1976). 
Problems and Possibil i1ies in Rural School Districts 
Several charactet1stics of rural areas become problem· 
atic when learning programs for very able students are ad· 
dressed. Wide expanses of geograpl1i c space resull in too 
much distance between learning cenlers. Too few students 
are available for many kinds of grouping arrangements. Ex· 
ce
sslve 
lime is required for students 10 reach resource sites 
or for teachers to travel among schools. Not enough teach· 
ers are avai lable for offering all lh e courses that are needed 
to serve student interests and talent s. Often a very limited 
teaching staff must perform multiple teaching assign· 
ments. Furthermore, communities tend to be conservative, 
close·knit, and resistant to singling out any student tor spe. 
clal programs. In poor rural areas. cultural values and out· 
looks may compe1e with academic expectations of school 
staff (Howley, Pendarvis, and Howley , 1988), and some par· 
enls have s trong tradit ional values that conflict with th<l 
goals of the scMol program (Howley and Howley, 1988). 
Helge and colleagues (1984) nave IOen tilied sevoral 
prob lems facing special services personnel in rural areas. 
These problems include: funding inadequacies, need for 
stat! development in special education, attitudes of com· 
munilies and school personnel toward special education, 
factors of geographic terrain and wca111er, and limited facill· 
lteS and resources. 
On the other, more positive hand, rural areas abOund In 
opportunities and commitments which can be integral In 
nurturing excellent education. Class sizes usually are mucl\ 
small er, producing more opportunity for interaction among 
teachers and s tudents. More studen ts partic lpale in a 
greater number ancl variety of curricu lar and extracurricular 
activi ties. Parents usual ly are more accessible, and more in· 
volved ln school li fe. School admln istra1ors , teachers, stu· 
dents. and parents know and interact with each other rnore 
frequentty and productively. Also, students in rural areas 
tend to be open to a range of experiences and free from 
pseudo·sophistication. with Inclinations toward crealivity 
and resourcefulness {Samples, 1987). 
Because programming for 1he very able in rural and iSO· 
lated sctiools must focus on small er numbers of studen ts 
and usually must overcome pauclly of staff, it is vita l that 
regular c lassroom teachers become involved in different ial· 
Ing curriculum and providing learning options and all erna· 
lives for lheir students. Many slr aleg ies can be employed 
lhal nol only will enhance curricul um for the gifted few, but 
will have a positive ripple effect upon the lotal school pro· 
gram for all students. 
Consulting Teacher Role within an Integrative Approach 
In order tor c lassroom teachers and special services 
teachers to provideeffecfive learning environments fo r very 
able s tudents, there must be a concerted effort to coordi· 
nate regular and special school programs. The coordination 
process requires communicalion and cooperation by teach· 
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ers, administrators, and support staff, with respect for 
uniqueness among students. teachers, and the educational 
settings. A consulting teacher approach to programming 
tor students with special needs is an effective catalyst for 
collaborative efforts among teachers, administrators. par-
ents, and other community members. 
Consultation teachers share information and Ideas, 
orchestrate efforts of all who are invo lved, and develop 
courses of action for mealing s tudent needs. The con sult· 
Ing leacher approach is capturing the interest of many edu· 
cators as an instrument tor providing qualitatively dlffer en· 
tlated education not only to highly able students. bul to a 
wide range or the sludent population that would benefi1 
from acceleration, enrichment, and personalized currlcu· 
lum planning. 
The gifted program teacher who functions in acollabO· 
rative consultation role will work with a team of teachers, 
princij)als. counselors, media specialists. parents, men-
tors, and community leaders 10 plan, irnplemont, and moni· 
tor arrangemen ts thal chall enge very able students. A con · 
cornitant goal should be to Insure that the special program 
will create amultipl ierett eot for all students throughout the 
school system. 
EXP RO, An Integrated Model for Very Able Rural Student s 
A consulting teacher approach is used by the Oaylon 
School District in the stale of Washington to serve the edu· 
cationat needs of highly capable students while increasing 
learning opportu111tles for all students. The consu lt ing 
teacher is responsib le tor lesson planning and organlza· 
tlon, and community volunteers are an integral parl or tl1 e 
program. A parent support group provides new avenues for 
funding and serves as a vehic le for educaling lhe cornmu· 
nll y about the importance of individualized ins truc tion for 
highly capable s tudents. By uti l izing the unique character· 
lstics o f the community, the program provides challenging 
activities for up to twenty percent of the school population 
and delivers enriching activities to the entire student body 
ol the district's schools. 
Description of the EX PRO Program Community 
Dayton, a community or three 1housand residonts, is 
the heart ot small, sparsely populated Columbia Counly In 
southeastern Washington. Its fully accredited elementary 
school, junior high scl100 1. and high schoo l serve about 
700 s tudents. The student/teacher ratio in the Daylon dis· 
trlc t is 25 to 1. About 25 percent of the school population Is 
el igible for the free lunch program. An encouraging 99 per· 
cen1 of students graduate from eighth grade, and 94 percent 
graduate from high school. Approximately 75 percent of the 
gradua1e pursue some lorm of higher education. 
Several colleges and universities are Within reasonable 
d riving distance and encourage enrollment by very able Stu· 
dents, but arranging the transportation for a 30- 130 mile 
drive to a campus is not practical. Allhough Walla Walla 
Community College offers courses for college cred i t to 
higl1 school students. the 45·mlnute trip 10 and lrorn ca m· 
pvs would cause participants to miss tour high school c lass 
periods while attend ing only lwo coll ege courses. 
One of Dayton's biggest assets is its preponderance o f 
lalented people. Many of the young, college-educated work· 
ers and retired proressionats are willing to serve as mentors 
for gifted children. They constitute an invaluable resource 
for the program. 
Develop ment of the EXP RO Program 
Washingtor1 slate's education law allows school dis · 
tricts to esla bllsh and oporato programs for highly capable 
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students, but funding for the programs is based on one per· 
cent of the student population ol a district. Thus, for a rural 
school district the size of Dayton, tile state would provide 
funding for only seven students at an approximate rate of 
$350, or a total of $2,450 lorthe enti re program. Yearly appli· 
cation must be made for tl1e money. and districts receiving 
funds are subject to audit by the Superintendent of Public 
Instru ction office. 
The l lmifed s tate funding makes It advantageous for ru· 
ra
l 
distric ts to work cooperatively In providing programs for 
their highly capable students. Dayton Ini tially used thi s 
metl1od o f service, pooling funding with several other small 
districts and affiliating with the local Educational Service 
District (ESD). The ESD hired a specialist in education of the 
gifted, and began lo develop a program for participating ru· 
ral districts. The plan developed by the specialist provided 
tor Identific ation ol gifted students in each school and bl· 
month ly meetings with them in a pull-o ut model. 
After two years of partic ipation in the ESD program 
model, <1n d with urging from local parents, the Dayton 
school district withdrew its state funcls for the gi fted pro· 
gram for the ESD for several reasons. Identi fication of ellgi· 
ble partic ipants had taken four to five months. Also. st u· 
dents had met with the visiting instructor fo r a maximum of 
only two times every nine weeks, and had not had time to 
establish rapport with the visiting Instructor. 
The district, at the continued urging of interested par-
ents, hired a specialist with state and local monies. The lim-
ited funding allowed for only 217 teacher lime (three alte1-
noons per week) for the entire K- 12 program. This restricted 
time trame encouraged the instructor, parents, and school 
d lslfl c l to work cooperatively and creatively toward a goal or 
having a successful program lor gl fl()d s tudents that also 
could provide enrichment tor tho entire school. The pro· 
gram was named EXPRO. from the Latin motto "Ex portu 





Two keys to the program design were recognized as vi· 
tal for success. First, possibilities had to be explored with· 
out regard for program size or cost. and second, activit ies 
must reach the entire student body rather than focus upon a 
selec t group of students. These guidelines molde d the base 
lor the program and led to its acceptance in the dis tric t and 
community. 
Parents, teachers, and administra tors met with the 
specialist to work cooperatively in idenlifying the rieeds of 
highly capable students. This group believed that apr0gram 
should be initiated for students especially gill ed in a spe· 
clfic subject area such as art, mathematics, or tangu~e 
arts, as well as lor students identified as gllte<I in many aca· 
demlo subjects. To meet this variety of needs, the group de· 
veloped a volunteer instructor program using talented com-
munity members to help provide challenging activities for 
talenl ed studen ts. 
The volunteer instructors donated one to three hours 
per week for carrying out lessons developed by the distric l 
speci~ll s t for highly capable students. These volunteer in-
s truclors represented a variety o f backgrounds and shared a 
love for helping interested s tudonts master challenging ma-
tet
lal. 
Their dedication was demonstrated by careful prepa· 
ration for class, consistent attondance, and willingness to 
find substitute volunteers to teach If needed. 
Volunteers were found by having the original planning 
group brainsto rm for names of people in the area with spe· 
cia
l 
talents ranging from oil paint inQ tO public speaking. The 
identi fied individuals then were contacted by the specialist 
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10 determine their interest in working with talented young· 
slers . The overwhelmingly positive response led to specific 
curric
ulum 
development and a matching of student needs 
v1ilh volunteer talents. 
The following courses were developed for grades 3-6: 
Problem-solving, reading inquiry, science wizards, art , ad· 
vanced junior high and 111gh school English, anCI overall 
achievement. These classes use a pull-out model and meel 
for one to three hours weekly. Course con lent is developed 
according to student need and volun teer talenL A loarnlng 
contract signed by the participating student, volunteer, In· 
siructor, Classroom teacl'ler, and paren ts outlines lh e re· 
sponsibilities of each participant In EXPRO. The contracl 
stipulates tllat attendance for a particular number of class 
meetings is required before the student can leave, or be 
asked to leave, the class. This alleviates possible problems 
experienced byeither students or volunteers in adjusting to 
a nev.,i situation. 
The second key to success of the EXPRO progra1n is 
that of reaching the entire) student body with chall enging 
and interesting activities. Volunteers are instrumental In 
l lnding solutions to this need. TIHee types of programs that 
have been developed are academic competitions, cultur al 
enrichment perform ances, and sludent peer-teaching. 
Two academic competitions were expanded and man-
age<! by community volunteers under the guidance of the 
school administration and the EXPROspecialist-awrinen 
spelling be  a d a declamation contest. Other rural schools 
arc invited to both of these competitions, with all Interested 
students encouraged to participate. EXPRO volunteers pro· 
nounce words and help develop spelling l ists for the spell · 
Ing bee. Many communi ty members assist sludents as 
coaches in the declamation contest, which is judged by lo· 
cal college speech students and t11elr professor. 
EXPRO students are encouraged to meet students 
from other schools who have similar interests by al tellding 
the Mid-Columbia and Eastern Washington University 
Young Writer's conferences. Students who participate in 
the EXPRO art classes display their works in focal stores 
and regional art show competitions. 
A science discovery van from the Pacific Science Cen· 
ter and performers lrom music and literary fields further en· 
hance the academic program of all students in the distric t. 
Funding for the even ts comes from local donations, tile 
Parerit -Teacher· Student Organization (PTSO), and gran t 




ng by s tuden ts involved in the overall 
EXPRO program has been very popular with both teachers 
and students. EX PRO students an end the Science Cham pl· 
ons Pr0gram sponsored by the Pacific Science Center. The 
participants have a variety of hands·on science experiences 
and receive materials to take back. fo r sharing with otharstu· 
dents. The Dayton Science Champions wri te lesson plans In 
their pul l·out special classes, develop oral speaking skil ls. 
and organize materials to demonstrate science experl· 
men ls In all c lassrooms within their schools. The program 
Ms become so popular th at the National Sc ience Teachers 
Association (NSTA) invited the Dayton Science Champions 
team to demonstrate at the recent NSTA convenllon on 
Seallte. 
The EXPRO program has flourished during Its first 
three years. Classes now included Advanced Placement En · 
glish for high school juniors and seniors. and whofo·group 
lessons in math and science for grades K-2. As it enters Its 
fourth year, the EXPRO program will manage a new co m· 
put er lab for the elementary schOol and is expanding into a 
clou
ble·size 
room that will be call ed the EX PRO Opportunity 
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Center. Tile specialist position has been expanded to half-
t ime, with a part-time assistant, but unpaid volunte ers re -
main an essential part o f the program as it develops to meet 
the needs of the rural district. 
Volunteers often comment that they receive more ben· 
efits from the pro gram than the s tudents do. Without ques· 
t ion, both groups find excitement and reward in working 
with each other to master di fficult activities and to develop 
a thirst for information that they wi l l continue to nourish 
through the EXPRO program. 
Conclusion 
Effective education that nurtures the potential of very 
able learners must surmount many difficulties in rural, iSO· 
lated, and small school districts. The hurdles include 
budget restrictions, too few students, wide expanses o f 
space, distance from resource people and places, conser· 
vative attitudes, smal l staff size that l imit s course offerings 
and burdens teachers with multiple assignments, and re· 
sistance of students toward stand ing out in achievement or 
performance. 
On the other hand, such schools offer many benefits 
and it Is upon these st rengt11s that excell ent educat ion can 
be bui lt. Smaller class sizes, greater involvemen t by fami · 
l ies in school activit ies, as well as s tudents who are in tune 
with the natur al environment will encourage high leve ls or 
in terest and productivity. 
A school-wide approach to accelerated content, en· 
richment activities, and personalized instruction can create 
positi• 1e rip ple effects within the learning environment fo r 
many students. Approaches utilizin g the consult ing 
teacher model, such as the EXPRO program in Dayton, 
Washington, nave been developed to provide a sol id, lo cally-
based program of curriculum differentiation for very able 
Fall 1989 
students in rural and small school d istricts. These ap· 
proaches serve the particular learning needs of very able 
s tudents and, whil e doing so, also provide important bene· 
fits to a wide range o f the s tudent popu lation throug11out 
the school district. 
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The unique characteristics of rural schools 
and teachers create advantages as well as 
barriers to the indirect service delivery 







by Linda P. Thurston and Ilene Kimsey 
Kansas State University 
Mos t special educators pro'lide consulting services to 
genera l educators, administrators, and parents as part o f 
their roles. T11ls Is In add ition to their roles as direct service 
providers for chil dren with special needs. West and Brown 
(1 987) reported that 26 of the 35 states who responded to a 
survey sen t 10 each state Department of Education speci· 
lied that consulting was part of the special educator's rote. 
Twenty reported the use of an indirect service model, with 
consultation being provided to the classroom teacher 10 as-
sist with mainstreaming. States that listed specific compe· 
tencies In consulting were Kansas, Maryland, Massachu· 
setts. Missouri, North Carolina, and Vermont. 
The Consulting Model 
The consulting ro te is <Jescribed by the triadic service 
deli very moclc l (Tharp and Wetzel, 1969) and is represented 
by a set of lntoractior>S between a special edvcator and a 
peer consuttoo (teacher, adminis trator, parent), through 
which a student Indir ectly benefits. Their interactions are 
collaborative. that Is, eqval levels of expertise are brO\i{Jhl 
into the Interaction. In this paper, consult ation is defined 
asa: 
" ... process based upon an equal relationship 
charactcrize<I by mutual trust and open commun1· 
cation. joint approaches to problem identification, 
the pooling or personal resources to identify and 
select strategies that will ha'ffl some probability of 
solving the problem that has been identifiecl, and 
shared responsibility in the implementation and 
Linda P. Thurston is an assistant p rofessor of special 
education at Kansas State University. She is the Di· 
rector of the Rural Special Education Teacher Training 
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evaluation of the program or s trategy that has been 
Initiated" (Bro wn, Wyne. Blackburn, and Powell, 
1979, p.8). 
The consultant model ol seMce delivery to mildty-
hanclicapped students 1s becoming Increasingly popular 
beeause of advantages such as: it is cost ellective: it pro-
vides more se"'lces to more chllclren; It facilitates provision 
of instruction based on needs ratherthan cat09ories , and: it 
facilila1es appropriate and beneficial l iaisons with other 
community agencies and with parents (Heron and Harris, 
1987; Idol, Pao lucci- Whitcomb, and Nevin, 1986). These Is· 
sues make the consulting modal ex tremely appropriate for 
ru ral areas. Common issues in rur al special education such 
as cost of bussing childr en, use of multica tcgorical c lass· 
rooms, paucity of special education professionals, and im· 
portance of community invo lvement also indicate the con · 
suiting model may be an effec tive approach to serving rural 
handicapped children. In addition, the consulting role In ru· 
ral areas may be enhanced by such rural characteristics as 
informal communication systems and community involve· 
ment in schools. 
Research on consulting. atthOugh lar from unequivo· 
cal, has preliminarily demonstrated effectiveness in pro-
moting mainstreaming and in providing instruction for ex· 
ceptionat children. Research on consulting also provides 
guidehnes for effective training and prac1ice or consulting 
skills, and for policy development in Ille area of service de· 
livery. However. alt too often. research and training in educa· 
tion ornits reference to rural aspects, and It is vital that the 
current interest in special education consult ing be sensi· 
tivo to rural issues. A recent perusal of ERIC entries notes 
387 entries in the area o f consult Ing. Alt l1ough one t11ird of 
all children are educate(! in rural schools, on ly ten of these 
entries seemed to deal directly with rur al Issues in consult· 
ing. Investigation of urban/rural dlff oronces in t11e consult· 
ing role and in consulting practi ce must be prerequisi te o l 
reaping the benefits of consulting for rural handicapped 
students. 
The consulting literature dellnes several lactors which 
facilitate or inhibit the practice of consulting by special ed· 
ucators (Johnson, Pagach. and Hammitte, 1988). Lack ol 
lime to consult and insufficient support for consultants to 
develop consulting skills are two oftcn·listed inhibiting lac· 
tors. According to Idol-Maestas and Ritter (1985), time is 
the single mosl important barrier to consulling West (1988) 
reviewed the literature and listed time, admin istrative sup-
port, teacher attitudes and resistance, promoting consulta -
tion , and consult ing skil ls as the major barriers to eff ective 
co
nsulting. 
If, as Sylvia Rose nfield (1988) points out, there 
is a relationsl1 ip between consultation practice and the cul-
ture of the schools, Know ledg e about the culture or attrib· 
utes of rur al sc hools seems to indicate Illa! consulting will 
be different for rural special educators than for their urban 
and suburban counterparts. 
Rural Strengths and Barriers 
Certainly rural and metropolitan schools have similari· 
ties and shared problems; however, rvral schools and teach· 
ers have uniqve charactenstics. Nachtigal (1982) suggests 
a variety of factors which he presents as continua which dif · 
ferentiate between rural and urban educational settings. 
For example. at the rural end of one continuum is "smaller/ 
tess density" while at the urt>an end Is '·larger/greater den· 
sity:' Several of Nachtigal' s factors dir ectly re late to con· 
suiting: "self-sufficiency" tor rural as opposed 10 " leave 
problem to experts" in urban areas; "wh o said i t" In ru ral ar· 
eas compared 10 "what 's said" in urban areas; "verbal, in! or· 
ma
l 
co mmunication" in rural as opposed 10 " written 
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memos" in urban settings: '·nonbureaucratic" compared to 
"bureaucratic"; "g eneralists• compared to "spec ialisls," 
and; •personal, tightly linked " communities as compared lo 
the • impersonal, loosely coupled'' communities or u1ban 
settings. 
Helge (1983) l lsts issues which differentially affect ru· 
ra
l and 
urban schools as they deliver services to handi· 
capped chil dre n. Again, many or these are directly related to 
consulting. She sugges ts that In rur al areas, cooperation Is 
Inherent as compared to "turfdom" problems in urban ar· 
eas. There Is also a personalized environment in rural areas 
compared 10 a depersonalized environmeni In urban areas. 
and community spi rit 1s part of rural communities. Com· 
munlcatlon is person to person in rural areas compared to 
written communication in larger. more dense areas. 
Each of these factors suggests the compatability of 
consulting as a service delivery model for exceptional chil· 
dren in rural areas. In addition, these characteristics 01 rura l 
communities suggest specific consulting ski ll s, roles, and 
responsibi lities for rural special education teachers which 
may be d i fferent from those of their urban counterparts. 
According to De Young (1987), rural teachers di ffer from 
their urban and subur ba11 peers In a number o f ways. includ· 
In
g 
their perceptions of their teaching situations and the 
types of occupational incentives that keep them on the job. 
Teachers In rural areas are highly visible and thus may be 
more vulnerable to community p1essure and criticism. Rural 
teachers are left much to themselves to look for solutions to 
problems and tor ways of acquiring skills and training (Kil· 
lian and Byrd, 1988), and personal and professional isola· 
lion Is the most frequently cited disadvantage of rural 
schools (Massey and Crosby, 1983). 
These unique characteristics of rural schoo ls and 
teachers create advantages and barriers to the indirect ser· 
vice delivery model or consu l ting. Judging from the charac· 
terlstlcs described by Nachli gal (1 982), Helge (1983), and 
others. It might be assumed that advan tages for special ed· 
ucallon consultants In rural areas would be: readily devet· 
oped cohesion and identity; small stalls which facilitate 
setting common goals and reaching consensus; less hierar· 
chlal systems; increased teachers' awareness of commu· 
nity needs and resources, as well as teachers' demonstra· 
lions of self-reliance and ingenuity. Barriers to successful 
consulCing might be: less prole ssronal interaction because 
or populalion sparsity and geographical distance; long 
travel distance and poor roads: more lesson preparations 
and extracurricular duties: and lac k of acceptance or the 
handicapped. 
In order to investigate the perceptions and experiences 
of rural special educators regarding their roles and respon· 
slbllilies as consultants. 172 special education teachers in 
Kansas were involved in reporting their consulting aclivi· 
lies and perceptions. Both urban and rural teachers were in· 
volved. For purposes of tt>is study, the defini tion for rural 
of the National Rural Project (Helge, 1984) was used: less 
than 150 people per square mi le o r counties wi th less than 
60 percent or more of the population l iving in communities 
no larger than 5,000. The standarcl meiropolitan s tatis tical 
area (SMSA) fo r urban as defined by lhe U.S. Census Bureau 
was the definition for urban . 
Survey of Urban/Ru ral Consulting Roles and 
Responsibilitie s 
Eighty·three special educators in Kansas recorded 
their consulting activities on fo1matted log sheets. Each 
teacher recorded at least one consulting episode per week 
for three mon ths. Seventeen percent of these teachers were 
classified as urban and 42 percent as rural. In total, 600 con -
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suiting episodes were analyzed to assess rural/urban di lier· 
ences in: (1) focus of the request for help; (2) problem or Is· 
sue discussed; (3) ln1ervention planned or action of the 
consultant ; and (4) the skills the consultants thought would 
have helped them be more effective consultant s in each In· 
teractlon. Table 1 l ists the differences found in tile logs. 
Similarities were noted in the locus of the request, or who 
reques1ed the consulti ng, alt hough the rural teachers had 
more requests from other teachers (consultee). principals, 
and others (mostly parents). The most common problems/ 
Iss ues discussed by ru ra l consultants were chi ld behavior, 
o ther (e.g., parents. resources, questions about special ed· 
ucation), and mainstreaming. For urban teachers, the most 
common problems were child behavior, other, and lndlvld· 
ual Education Plans (IEP's). The most prevalent interven· 
tions for rural teachers were developing a behavioral plan, 
exchanging informat ion abOut the child/program, mutual 
problem solving, and listening to the consultee. The most 
common interventions In the urban logs were inlormat1011 
exchange. behavioral plans, problem solving, and place· 
ment. Mos t of the rural teachers felt they needed no other 
consult ing skills for the interactions they logged or they 
wan ted better communication skills. Urban teachets rated 
communication skills first, and no ski l ls second, With prob· 
lem solving skills as third. 
Table 1 
Analysis of Urban and Rural Cons ulting Episodes 
(N = 600) 
Locus of request Rural Urban 
1. Teachers 69% 60% 
2. Self 15% 17% 
3. Other 7% 4% 
4. Princ ipal 5% 1% 
Problem/Issue 
t. Child Behavior - 44% 50% 
2. 01her 21% 18% 
3. Mainstreaming 20% IEP-12•/o 
Intervention/Action 
1. Behavior Plan 30% Info Exchange 28% 
2. Info Exchange 27% Behavior Plan 24% 
3. Problem Solving 10% Problem Sol ving 7% 
4. Listening 6% Placement 7% 
Skills Needed 
t . None 31% Communication 28% 
2. Commun icalion 29% None 19% 
3. Working w!parent 5% Problem Solving 12% 
4. Assertiveness 40/o 
Note: Percentages do not represent 100% because they 
represent the most prevalent responses In each area. 
These data are based on self-report and also on sel f. 
selection of the consulting episodes to be logged, so they 
may be considered the best and most success fu l examples 
o r consulting by bolh rural and urban special educators. 
These teachers showed similarity in locus of request. Inter-
vention planned. and skills needed. witti some differences 
in problem addressed. 
In addition 10 the analysis of the consulting logs, 
98 Kansas s~ial educators were surveyed about their 
consulling roles and responsibilities and an additional 
90 were asked about the major barriers they laced as special 
education consultants. Of the 40 responses to 98 surveys 
which were mailed to teachers who had been part of a con· 
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suit ing training program at Kansas State Universi1Y orthe 
UniVersl ty of Kansas, 21 were rural, 12 were urban, and 
7 were ·'smal l city :' Data from the last category of respon-
dents are not reported here. 
Of the rural teachers, 76 percent were emptoyed by a 
cooperative and 24 percent by a school d istrict. Ten percent 
of the urban teachers worked fo r a cooperative and 90 per-
cent for a school district. Only 44 percent of the rural teach-
ers indicated their role as consul tant was of fic ially recog-
nized by administration while 83 percent o r the urban 
teachers reported thei r consul tant role was formall y 
recognized. 
To discover 1.vt10 was receiving consu lting services, the 
teachers were asker! to describe a typical week o f consult-
ing. Both categories of teachers served individual teachers 
most frequently. The urban teachers also consulted fre-
quently wi tl1 support staff and the rural teachers had more 
student interaction and more consult ing with principals 
abovt specific students than did the urban teachers. 
When asked to list successful consulting pract ices, 
the activit ies they lis ted, according to frequency, were: 
Rural Urban 
Active Ii steni ng Problem solving 
Uti l izing teachers as Team teacher meetings 
resources to one another Follow-up after 
Informal teacher meetings consulting 
Working as partner with Working as p<'.\rt ner wi tl1 
general educator general educator 
Follow·up after consul ling Parent communication 
Parent communication Pre·assessment meetings 
Modi ficat ion of IEP 's 
These teachers were also asked to lis t barriers to being 
a successful consult ant and both urban and rural teachers 
ranked " too many o ther responsi bil t ies" as the number one 
llarrier. Table 2 lists t11e teachers' responses to the ques-
tions of barriers. Another group o f 80 rural special educa -
to rs responded to a quest ionnaire about persistent barriers 
to effective consult ation. They also ti sled " too many o ther 
responsibi l ities'' and " lack of time:' Tile other three most 
frequent responses were "pa rents' an<J teachers· att i tudes:· 
" inadequate faciliti s;• and the " lack of understanding of 
others about the special education role:· 
Table 2 
Barr ier s to Effective Consulting 
Rural 
Too many other responsibili t ies 60 % 
No t ime 35% 
Lack of adminis tration support 35% 
Travel hardships 30% 
Too much paperwork 25% 
Urban 
Too many other responsibil i tles 82% 
Too much paperwork 64 % 
Parents not interested 27 % 
When asked io indicate the advantages and disa dvan-
tages of serving as a special education consult ant in thei r 
setting, al l of the teachers noted the same advantage, 
"gr eat/ caring s taf l" and all noted the same disadvantage, 
" lack of t ime:' Rural teachers added "open corn mu nicat ion;' 
"consul ting ski lls: "being seen as a resource!' and "teach· 
ers as resources lo one another" as advantages o r lhei r role 
in rural settings. Urban teachers l isted "seeing me gains 
s tudents make;• "supporti'le parents;' and "good resources 
and resource materials" as their advantages. R ur;;. I d is ad-
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vantages were travel time, scheduling problems, small town 
grapevine and working with so many teachers and adminfs-
trators(because teachers served as i t inerates}. Urban teach· 
ers l is ted these disadvantages: teacher atti tudes, schedul-
ing problems, being a public relations person, and unin-
volved parenls. Thus 11e teachers listed one common ad-
vantage and lwo common d isadvantages in their roles as 
consultants. 
Finally, the teachers were asked to respond to a self· 
assessment instrument which lis ted 29 consult ing compe· 
tencies adapted from consult ing studies (e.g., Friend, 1984; 
Idol and West, 1987). Of these 29 skills, lhe urban teachers 
rated themselves high on 14 o f the skill s and low on four 
skills, whereas, rural teachers rated themselves high on 
four of the skills and low on five ski ll s. Th e urban 1eac11ers 
seemed to hav e more confidence in their skil ls and abilit ies 
than d id the rural teachers. 
Discussion 
In summarizing these responses to questions about 
!heir roles and responsibilities as consultants, i)Oth ur ban 
and rural teachers conducted s imilar consul t ing activities, 
all hough rural teachers have les s formal recognit ion of their 
consult ing role. Although major barriers, advan tages. and 
d isadvan tages were similar, rural teachers l isted more and 
d ifferent barriers and d isadvantages in their rural sett ing 
than those perceived by urban teachers. All these teachers' 
perceptions to some extent matched the barriers d iscussed 
in the consul t ing literature, and rur al teachers' perceptions 
are congruent with the rural educat ion l i terature d iscussed 
earli er. Finally, ru ral teachers seemed less confident in their 
ski l ls as consul tants than did their urban counterparts. 
Much more investigation is needed to delineate urban/ 
rural d ifferences in consul t ing in special education set-
t ings. The teacher perceptions reported here seem to irld i· 
ciite that mere are some aspec ts in which the consul ting 
ro le o l t11e special educator is di i ferent 1n ru ral sett ings as 
compared to urban sett ings. There seem to be some $pe -
cili c chall enges rural teachers lace as they consult wi th 
thei r peers, such as confidence in their own skil ls, acquisi · 
Hon of new ski lls, travel time, administrative support, atti· 
tudes of coll eagves and parents. and promotion of the con· 
suiting role, 
Al though a. thorough understanding ol what works for 
cons ultant s in rural sc hoo ls is l imited, we have a bocly of 
knowledge derived lrom the l iterature on rural schools, rural 
special education, arid co nsult ing which suggest that the 
consulting model is appropriate for provid ing services for 
handicapped children in rural areas. The li terature also sug· 
gests that rural teachers, although they lace a variety of 
challenges in this role, ha ve many aovant ages in carrying 
out the consulting role. Rural teachers are autonomous and 
powerful agents in school change (Kill ian and Byrd, 1988). 
They seem to be creative and innovative problem solve rs 
and they make the most of the "make (10" mentality o f 
rural schools (DeYoung, 1987). To maximize the effect of 
special education consulting in rural areas, the s trengths 
o f rural schools and rural teachers must be recognized and 
extended. 
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There are many ways in which ch ildren and 
youth can become at-risk. Thi s art icle 
presents a taxonomy of conditions that may 
contribute to students being "at risk" in rural 
areas. 




by Kay Sather Bull and Marta Garrett 
Oklahoma State University 
In many rural areas the concept of at-risk Is not well de· 
fined or well developed. Among the reasons tor this are: 
(1) lack o f money, (2) few common victims. everyone is low· 
incidence. (3) some insularity. Ml less opportunity to ac· 
quire literature on the subject, and (5) mult iple roles for the 
children (Barker and Gump. 1964),as well as, ti me absorbing 
roles tor the adults. 
In this article we will define the term at·risk, discuss 
how these conditions can affect education In rural schools. 
provide sttategles (when these are available) to help these 
children and keep them In school, and propose a minimum 
general respon se that a rural sc11 001 should make to its at· 
risk student population. 
Defining At ·Ri sk 
Chlldten and youth are at·rlsk when they are in danger 
of physical, psychological, emotional or educational dam· 
age, or when they are unlikely to develop appropriately be· 
cause of preexisting conditions or the actions of others or 
themselves. This In the broadest sense. Is the meaning of 
at·risk. Children can be placed at-risk at various !Imes, by 
various persons and by various agencies. Therefore we wltl 
define at·risk as a generic term which relates to: (1) pre· 
existing conditions which hinder children's growth; 
(2) actions ol others or themselves that adversely affecl 
children and Youth, or (3) cor>dlllons which develop as chi I· 
dren and youlh grow and malure which impede their devel· 
opment (physical. in tellectual . emotional. social, and edu· 
cational) and alter their legal status. 
Pre.existing Conditions. Pre.existing conditions which 
affect children and put them at·risk Include genetic prob· 
lems (Down's syndrome); prenatal conditions caused by al· 
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cohol and/or drug addiction o f the mother; prebirth and 
birth trauma (lack of oxygen during birth); post birth condl· 
tions in the first tew weeks of life (PKU) ; conditions that re· 
late to the environment into which the child Is born (Isola· 
tion from medical care}; and some ed ucational c ditions. 
Some of these conditions are listed in Table 1. Most of these 
conditions are equally distributed across rural and urban 
populations. 
Table 1 Pre-existing Conditions 
Environmental 
1. Parental addiction to drugs andlor afcohOI 
2. Economically disadvantage<! 
3. Birth order 
4. Parental separation 
5. Lack ol prenatal care 
Congenital Impair ments 
1. Down's syndrome 





2. Brain damage 
Educational 




Adverse Aclions of Others. Events in this category In· 
elude most of lhe adverse interventions in the natural devel· 
opment of the child which cause developmental, ed uca· 
ti on al, psychological or physical harm. These events can be 
categorized into two areas - pract ices o f omission and 
commission. Family members, parents, teachers, heallh 
and social servic e providers, judicial personnel, peers and 
others adults can be perpetuators of lhese practices. A par. 
tial listing is inc luded in Table 2. Some examples of these 
events that are more likely to happen in ru ral areas include: 
(1) Physical abuse in the name of discipline. In many small 
communities it is still considered appropriate to beat a re· 
bellious or undisciplined child or youth lo obtain compll· 
ance to parental or teacher directions. (2) Discrimination 
Table 2 Adverse Actions to Children by Others 
Commission 
I. Abuse- physical, emotional and sexual 
2. Psychological maltreatment-rejection, lsolalion, 
terrorizing, etc. 
3. Educalional - retusal to allow attendance. lack ol 
programs 
4. Abuses attributed to religious beliefs 
5. Discrimination-sex, rel igion, age. race 
6. Victim of crimes 
Omission 
1. Abuse- neglect of physical. emotional, and educa· 
tional needs 
2. Lack of exposure to educational activities 
3. Lack of appropriate education 
4. Non-acceptance of education by parents or cult ure 
5. Nutritional deficiencies 
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agalnsl mlnorilles or females (in some cultures) is more 
likety to be insl itutionalized in rural areas where there have 
been fewconfrontationswhichwould raise community con· 
sciousness. (3) Educalional neglect may be rostered by 
keepmg children and youth out of school !or long periods of 
lime to help wilh work on farms or in seasonal industries. 
(4) Schools because of their small size and the diversity of 
the student bOdy may fall to provide adequate educational 
oppo11unit 1es for either gifted or educationally handi· 
capped students. This is pallicuiarly true where lhe trained 
teacher who deals wit h the exceptionality Is itinarant . 
These are a few of the problems of omission and com mis· 
sion in rural areas. 
Condi tions that Develop Among Children and Youth. 
Conditions lhal develop among children and youth whic h 
attract al·ris k labels typica lly include diseases, some cdu· 
cational problems (e.g., dyslexia), changes in envi ronment 
inclu ding physical. emotional and social (divorce of par· 
entsl, physical changes (handicapping conditions, paraple· 
gia), and psychological problems seemingly nol re lated to 
self or others. A listing of some ol lhese condilions is pro· 
vided In Table 3. Some ol these conditions which are more 
likely lo happen in rural areas include: {1) seasonal emptoy-
menl for parents, which i1wo1ves migratory work, causes 
sufficient disruption ol the home 10 warrant an at·risk label; 
(2) judicial custody, lor a rural child this usually means be· 
ing faraway from friends and lamiiy. Although the acts com· 
mitted are similar and express the same problems as wou ld 
be found wlt1 1 urban youth, the rural youth is removed from 
the rural milieu and placed, usually, in a more urban lacilil y 
in which is essentially another culture. (3) Al li1 ough di s· 
eases contracted by urban and rural youth are similar. ac · 
cess to trea1men1 differs. There are fewer medical services 
available and they are farther away for mosl rural childre n 
and youth. (4) Young childr en in ruraf-remole areas are lypl· 
cal ly less educ at ionaily ready than their urban coun ter parts 
due to lack of exposure to school related activilies and lhe 
a·1allabliily of preschool. These are some o f the developing 
condllions lh at can place  child at-risk. 
Table 3 Development Conditions 
Environmental Changes 
1. Parental unemployment 
2. Divorce/marital discord 
3. Custody by the legal system 
4. Trauma 
Diseases 
1. Venerai/AI OS 
2. Allergies 
3. AStillY1 a 
4. Diabetes 









1. Developmentally stow 
2. Not educationally ready 
Socially Withdrawn/Unpopular 
Self Problems of Children and Youth. This catClgory in· 
cludos both problems of commission and omission. i t con· 
sidera problems ol participation in substance abuse and 
Fall 1989 
problems of a·1oidance related to the treatment of the prob· 
lem. These problems can affect all areas of development 
(physical, educalional, int ellectual, emotional, social). A 
number of typical problems ate listed in Tabl e 4. This set of 
problems seems to distribute across bath rural and urban 
populations equally. 
Table 4 Self-Problems 
Sexualit y 
1. Sexual identity 







2. Anorexia Nervosa 
3. Obesity 
4, Nutritional deficiencies 
Psychological Problems 
1. Stress and anxiety 
2. Fear of success 
3. School phobia 




Educational Impl ica ti ons of Being At·Risk 
Most of the categories of at·risk include educati onal 
risks for the child. For example s tu dents may become emo· 
l ionally dis turbed through abuse. They may be developmen-
tally delayed due to lack of exposure lo educal ionaliy re-
lated materials. They may not develop in lellectual ability 
due to nutrilional problems. drugs, billh trauma and so 
forth. They may drop out of schOOI because ol crime, drugs, 
pregnancy, frustration. or bOre<fom. They may drop out be· 
cause they feel unwanted, or because the chances for sue-
Table 5 Services Often Unavailable in Rural Communities 
Medical 
1. Adequate and accessible 
2. Specialized for various hand leaps 
3. School nurses 
Counseling 
1. Psychological 
2. Pregnancy-educational and medical 
3. Parent groups 
4. Suppol1 groups 
5. In school 
Ed
ucational 1. Special education-OT/PT, gifted 
2. Programs in substance abuse, disease prevention, 
values clarilication 
3. Child find programs-early intervention 
Social 
1. Welfare case workers 
2. Hotline- suicide, child abuse, substance abuse 
3. Foster care 
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cess appear bleak. All of these conditions and rnore cor1trib· 
ute to students at-risk. 
Most of the forms of at-risk described are no more prev· 
alent in rural areas than they are in urban areas. However, 
services tor at-risk children and youth are of ten less ava il-
able. This can adversely impact education. Some of the ar-
eas where community support/interven tion services may be 
lacking are I isled in Table 5. In each community educators 
should determine the availabi lity of these services and as-
sess the educational impact that their unavailabil ity will 
have on the school popu lation. 
Strategies to Keep Youth in School 
From an educational viewpoint, the examination of 
children at-risk deals with providing services to them which 
are appropriale so 111at they develop to their optimal leve l 
(Helge, 1988). To do this, children mus1 remain in school. 
Therefore, what strategies should be employed to insure 
school attendance? Some strategies are provided in Table 6. 
These strategies are not meant to be all inc lusive but rather 
to suggest some ways in which school dis tric ts have dealt 
with at-risk problems. All of the research cited is from rur al 
districts but we believe that some st rategies from urban dis-
t ricts are also applicable. 
Table 6 Strategies to Keep Youth in School 
Provide Counseling 
1. Child abuse 
2. Substance abuse 
3. Fami ly 
Provide Educational Programs 
1. Individualized instruction to meet differential needs 
2. Posi tive self-concept development 
3. Transition programs for handicapped high school 
students 
4. Breakfast, lunch and snack programs 
5. Home visi t programs by teachers for at-risk 
students 
6. Chi ld fi na l programs ut i l izi ng comm unity 
volunteers 
7. Sex/AIDS educational utilizing moral leader s(minls -
ters, priests, rabbis .• etc . .. . ) 
For abused children family therapy Is usually recom· 
mended, if the child remains in the home, or individua l 
counseling if the child is remov ed from the home. Schools 
usually become involved only if the child is disturbed to the 
point of needing special education. lmplem en1a tion of 
group counseling in the schools may help o lder ch ildren 
and youth real ize t11at they have "communit y" with others in 
the schoot. This community helps the student to feel that 
school ls a valuable place and frequently re duces the l ikeli· 
hood of dropping out. Specific rural programs are reported 
by Holmes (1987) and Morris and Kirkpatrick(1987). 
The educationally different typically want to leave 
school because thei r needs are not being met. Slow learn-
ers or handicapped studen ts whose problems are not rec-
ognized or no t dealt with by general c la.ssroom teac11ers are 
frustrated by continued failure. These students predict no 
success for their school career and therefore opt to drop 
out. The bright c l1ild is bored in the undifferentiated class· 
room. S/he daydreams or makes trouble just to have some· 
thing to do or slavishly confonns to the routine imposed by 
the teacher. Dropping out o f school may be perceived as a 
viable solu tion to some gi fted students. If challeng ing edu· 
cational activities were provided, the lure of dropping out 
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would fade. Unt il this occurs, gifted s1udents wil l be at risk. 
Speci fic programs for working wi th ru ral sludents and 
teachers are reported by Bul l and Land (1989), Landolt (1 988) 
and Peters {1987), 
The educationally underr>r ivi leged or handicapped 
need to be identif ied early . In rura l areas this is best done 
th rough the use of local volunteers who meet with parents 
o f young cl1ildren and explain symptoms and available inter-
ventions. we need to f ind those who need help early so that 
interventlons can start when the clients are very young. In 
remote ru ral areas it is unl ikely that outsiders would be able 
to solicit nearly as much information about the develop· 
ment of your1g children as would known comm\mi ty mem-
bers who could be trained to recognize potential at-risk. fac· 
to rs. Speci fic programs to lind children in rural areas are 
presen ted by Nelson and Rogers (1 987) and Schlaht (1986). 
Poor nutrition causes a variety of early problems in the 
development of children. Schools vsually do not get in-
volved with this unless they are also providing preschool 
services. Once ch ild re n are in school 1heir eating habits be· 
come important to teachers, Some of tile problems wit11 in-
atlention in rural schools may be attributed to a long bus 
ride followed by three or more hours of instruction prior to 
lunch. Schools should , when possible, provide both break· 
fast and lunch programs for children regard less of their par-
ents' income level. At the very least, snacks of peanut butter 
and crackers should be available in the morn ing. This may 
help many students to function better and may reduce their 
risk of failu re and concomitant ly the probability of their 
dropping out of school. A nutrition training and provision 
program for rural schools is discussed by Ford and Harris 
(1988). 
When situa tio ns change at home children and youth 
become uncertain and fearful. In rural communities teach · 
ers should be able to be in contact with parents, to a greater 
degree than t11eir urban counterparts. This will all ow the 
teacher(s) to be aware of home problems that could alfect 
the student. Teachers who know of problems can reler s tu· 
dents to a counselor if necessary. Many rural dis tricts form 
cooperatives when special service provide rs, such as coun· 
set ors, are no t available. In th is way a school can hav e ac· 
cess to a counselor tor one or two days per week for the pay-
ment o f a pa rtial salary. An application of th is kind of 
program in a rural area is reported by Carlson (1987), 
Ru ral communities, traditionally, are conservative and 
in many there are religio usly based reac tions to sex educ<;. 
t ionand education about sexually iransmitted diseases. Yet 
pregnancy, promiscui ty, veneral disease and AIDs are all ap-
parent in rural communities. Should the schools try to teach 
the children about these things? Of course, but it must be 
done in such a way that is acceptable to the community. 
Carter (1988) used rural churches as the vehicle fo r leaching 
about sexually lra nsrnitted diseases. Blaisdell (1988) also 
presents a similar innovative approach to dealing with sex 
education in rura l schools. One strategy is to work wit h 
whichever groups believe tt1at lhey have {or should have) 
control over morality in the community and make sure that 
1hey have the correct information to share. 
Another area in which rural schools can work is the 
area o f sell-concept development, Children and youth who 
do not feel good about themselves are more likely to engage 
in sell-destructive behavior which would place them at risk, 
e.g., wit hdrawal, substance abuse, delinquency, suicide 
and so forth. A variety of programs have been implemen ted 
to foster sel f-concep t development in rura l schools (e.g., 
Dawson, 1988). There are also specific programs to deal 
wi th psychological problems such as depression (Reynolds 
and Sta.rk, 1987), the socially wi thdrawn /unpo pular chilcl 
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(Gresham and Evans, 1987), substance abuse (Forman and 
Neal. 1987; Nazario, 1988a), and deli nquency (Kurtz and 
Lindsey, 1987; Nazario, 1988b). Many of these programs in· 
vo
l
ve peer counseling and class activi ties whic l1 foster tile 
redevelopment of posi tive self·concept. 
A fi nal strategy deals with hand icapped students. 
Many o f these students see l i ttle opporiunit y fo r or use in 
academic developm ent as i t is tradi t ionally presented in 
high schools. A more effective s trategy is to ern p11asize l i te· 
skil ls de velopment and to focus on strategies for job acqui· 
sitions. The more meaning ful the experiences that are pro· 
vided tor the stlldents, the more l ikely they are to s tay in 
school and take advantage o f these programs. In remo te ru· 
ral areas apprentice programs are the most l ike ly approach; 
in less remote areas a transitional approach l ike the one de-
scribed in Bu ll (t987) may also be appropriate. 
Conclusion 
There are many ways in wl1 lch ch il dren and youth can 
become at-risk. Tiley may be at-risk because of things that 
are done to them, or not done to them; or, because of things 
that they have done to themselves, because o f condit ions 
that deve lop , or because of pre·existing condi tions. All of 
these varieties of at-risk t1av e educational im1>lications 
whi ch imply that services di fferent from those avail able to 
non-affected students must be provided. 
Many areas within the at·risk defini tion are adequately 
dealt with by schools which are in compliance with PL 
94-142. Therefore these areas have not been specifically ad· 
dressed. Other areas such as prenatal care and eating disor · 
ders are no t traditio nally seen as schoo l responsibi li t ies 
even though they impact children. 
The strategies which are p rov ided (see Table 6) have 
been tested and found er fec ilve in rural schools. I! is recom-
mended therefore that scho ol s employ these s trategies to 
deal wi th their at ·risk children and yout h. Not al l of these 
strategies will fit in all rural settings but many will be appro-
priate. Almost all are low cost in the sense that large invest· 
ments in personnel and equipment are not required. Imple-
mentation of these strategies wi l l keep many child re n in 
schoo l and save their lives. 
Addressing the needs o f at-risk youth is the respo nsi-
bil i ty of the educational system. Addressing those needs in 
the rural setting will chall enge the creativit y and resource-
fulness of rural educators. However t11e f ullire demands our 
best effort. 
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